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Southern Illinois University

Fraternity may los{~
lease over rent debt
By Mimi Janemsky
Staff Writer

collecting rent from resid~nts
and making 10 monthly
The Kappa Alpha Psi payments of about $2 090 to the
fraternity. which is reportedly Unh·ersity.
several thousand dollars in debt
"This is a management
to the University for housing problem. The group hasn't
payments, is in jeoparrly of collected the money from in·
losing its lease at 102 Small dividual members. nor have
Group Housing, if the debt is not they raid the University the
resol"ied by May 1.
University Housing Director ~i~~ifa ~rd. in this contract•..
Sam Rinella said the fraternity
George Hart. the residenc-e
has been in debt SUlCe the spring adviser for the fraternity. said
of 1979. He would not. however.
reveal exactly how much the =~a~rr:t~n1~~~, ai{1 a~d
fraternity owes in rent have problems making housing
payments.
payments.
"When the Kappas signed
"We can't enforce payment of
their contract for the 1979-80 the money the Wl'jt the
school year in April of last year. L'niversity can... Hart said.
they said they would meet a .. We can plr.::e a Bu:-sar's hold
certain amCJOJnt of the debt and ~~~lir.~le. but •:hey can get

~~y ~:e ~~~!:~Ol~t~tto ~~~

photo by Randy KLauk

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD-Physical Plant workers David
Williams ( lefl) and Earl Freeman say they enjoy this kind of
painting assignment because it brings them out of doors and
into the normal springtime weather that has returned to the
Southern Illinois area.

cummulated for the fall and
spring." Rinella said.
The fraternity rents the
building from tht: University for
120,906 a year. but a member of
the fraternity is responsible for

fratemitv members.
Rinella said he would disclose
U.e amount the Kappas owe if
the debt is not paid cff by May 1
and that the Delta Zeta sorority
is next in lim! to rent the house.
However, Bn1~ Swinburne.
vice president for student af·
fairs. wid that if a substantial
portion of the debt is paid off by
May 1, the Kappas will not be
asked to leave Small Group
Housing.
"lf the debt is not paid off too

~!~:n~~~th~~ah~~: d~e ;{!~1:

arrangement for paying off the
rest of the debt." he said.
Hart said the fraternity will
use some of the monPy it makes
from Kappa Karnival to help
pay off the debt. but added that
the fraternity "usually breaks
even" on the event.

Rinella said 1-l people living in
the house have been on a
Bursar's hold since Aug. Tl.
Hart said he O:d not know
exactly lli>w many people are
living m the fraternity house
this year but that at J.~t \7 are

a~~lt i~~~ffic~ of~~~=~~

DevP.lopment. said "at times
the Kappas havl! •ai...-:1 $10.000.
f)lus in one Karnival."

__Alumni fund drive started for athletics
By Jaeq•

11.-enll.

Staff Writer

Slt!·C alumni have been
called on to help bail out the
financially-troubled in·
tert:ollegiate athletics program
as part .:;fa fund drive initiated
by University Relations Vice
President George Mace.
About 65,000 letters asking for
donations to the athletics
program were sent to alumni in
March. according to Alumni
Association Director Robert
Odaniell.
Alumni are frequently asked
to contributt! to speciFic
L'niversity projects. but this is
the first time the association

::f.'

has undertaken a letter cam-

for athletics, OdanieU

an~~:~~f~~~~"'; ~~:.U:!i~
blue·ribbon alums."

Ma

!

hopes to pull in more tJ' ..m

according to a re .•l!nt
issue of
Alumnus.
the
association's newsJ:'lper. More
than hall would be us,>d tr avoid
deficit spending in athletics this
year, the newspaper 'laid. The
remainder would le splii.
~lly between me- 's and
women's sports, the article
said.
The AJwnnus article also said
Men's Athletics Director Gale

$250.000,

Sayers is orJanlUDIJ the blueribbon network of alumr.i
volunteers. each of whom .,;..d
be asked to donate $500.
The !etten. sent to alumni cite
"decrea .. lng state support.
implementation of federal
regulations, inflation" as
contributing factors to the
"serious financial problem"
!acing intercollegiate athletics.
"?he letter was signed by Alumni
Association President William
O'Brien, who is also a member
o! the Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee.
Donations may be earmarked
for either the men's or women's
prG~Uam. althouah the letter

raising activities would help
alleviate the deficit.
Mace has received about
$130.000 from the president's
office to help with the deficit
problem, according to actm!l:
President Hiram U>sar. That
money was available from
In November. it was revealed budgeted faculty positions that
that the athletit.'$ program this were not filled during the course
year would be operating with a of •ne year.
projected $361,303 deficit-U the $250,000 goal is not met,
stemming in part from an
overprojection of student expenses-and programs-will
athletics fee income-if no IHve to be cut back. Mace states
in the Alumnus article. Spring
soorts came ·.within a hair of
At that time. Mace said in- catching the ax blade this year.
creased booster and fund- h£ said.

does not ask alumni to specify
where their donations should be
applied, J.C.
Garavalia.
Development Office · director.
said. Contributions are being
kept in an SIU Foundation
athletics acCOI.mt.

f:~~:x.~=w~ u:10::.

"The public' is our business'

Aviator says University is unfair competition
By -\Ddrew Zinaer
Staff Writer
A classic case of a private and

public enterpr·:Se competing for
stmilar business. with the
private business losing out, has
been developin~ at Southern
lllinois Airport during the ~t
year. according to Ph111ip
Woodruff,
president
of
Woodl'Uff Aviation.
Wooiruff. who has operated
his aviation service dt the
ai-.,.,rt for about a year. said he
rP;:eived assurances from the
Airport Authority and the
l'niversi!y that he would have a
chance to run his business

without competition from

~

~J~!r!:!l'5e~ted Air ln"ln the last year. the Institute
has taken every step to compete
with us. U they were willing to
meet the needs of the com-

munity, I would never have
macre the investment here," he
said.
In March of 197B. Southern
Illinois Airport lost one of its
two fuil-service
aircraft
busines..es, leafing only SIU's
Air Imtitute 1111d Service to
fulfill the flying ~ of the
community. Gene Seibert, the
airport manager, said the
Board of Commissioners of the
Airport Authority decided that
th'! general public was not being
served in a satisfactory manner
by the Institute alone. thus
~t!>i~~,..,:creating the need for a second
~w -~ '\'- :::·~;t,~
flight service.
...~~~ -.~~ .. ~·~--;.:Jja4'~:: ..'"-...!"~ ~
Woodruff pointed Q!Jt that the
~-;
~,...~--.:-- .i(:·
Institute is an auxiliary enStarr photo by Dwight Nale
terprise of the University,
Gus says tbe air cb..-ter oatftt wr.tcb the Board of Trustees
• anti the univenl&y bad different defines I.'S an entity existing to Phdhp Woodruff. prrsident of Woodrufr '•Josmg out" in cempetition wil.h l.he \:niver!light plans.
rC•tlllRII • Pase 21
Aviation Co.. said his private business is sit)··supported Air i"tStituteo.
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Stzldents 'campaigns draw charges of impropriety
Bv

~an

Athans

siarr Writer

As
the
Undergraduate
Studen: Organization election
draws near. there are numerous
allegations being aimed at some
presirtential campaigns, and
amc.ug those the chan;e that
there is a possibility of conflict
of intef'f'St in the presidential
campaign of candidate Tom
O'Malley.
O'Mal~y. who is now a paid
assistant to Student President
Pete Alexander. is also the
roommate of Ttm Adams, the
election commisioner. And
according to presidential
candidate Phil Eberlin. that
relationship is only one ol many

between USO officers and
O'Malley "'hich he thinks could
CP':.ISe a conflict of intt:rest.
Members of O'Malley's
campaign have responded by
saying that they are trying
"harder than necessary to keeP.

~a~!~~1~. ·=~:" el~~~~

commiss!oner and that the
"conflict" o'lly appears to exist.
Eberlin contends that any
problem a candidate mi~t
have during or after the election
would be solved by Adams, who
is paid S350 ~ semester as
election commiSSIOner, in a way
favorable to O'Malley. Fberlin
also said Adams has worked for
O'Malley's ca'!lpai&n by folding
election pamphlets in the USO

office's.
But Tim Adams said that the
allegations are totally false. He
said Eberlin has no facts or
proof to back up his assertions
and that he hasn't worked for
his roommates campaign.
out the charges don't stop
there. Eberlin said that Chip
Anderson, who is O'Malley's
running-mate
and
commissioner of the Fee Allocation
Board. could be in the position
to use his office to gain support
for his campaign by promising
fee allocations to student
organizations in return for
votes.
But Stuart Burchard, ~ West
Side senator and O'M,llly's
campai@ manager, said this

SIU-C called unfair competitor
«Coatbwed from Page H

can't iairiy compete w1U1.
He explained that the
University !l&ys no sales tax on
fuel. no interest on aircraft
purchast'd. and no insurance.
He added that because thf'
Institute operates ...,downs the
only mamtenante facility,
"they are able to mark up parts

furnish sen.;ces to students.
faculty. or staff and ctutrges .'ill
fee that is related to the cost of
the service.
"It is not University business
to charter flights. and sell fuel
and maintenal!Cf'," Woodruff
asserted. "The public sector is
our business; we're better "~~-··
According
to Clarence
equipped to handle it. We un·
derstood that th-:!Sf' services Dougherty, vice president for
were needed. and that's why we campus services. the Institute
is tax s11pported only to a
came in."
The Institute owns the onl) degree.
"State dollars are provided
"fuel farm" at the airport,
giving it sole control over fuel for flight instruction, and, for
allocation. It also has control of all practical purposes, lhe
the only hangar at the airport. Institute gets about $80,000 in
thus providing Woodruff with University funds. The funds are
his maintenance needs. The
only service that Woodruff ~ w~orha~C:~m~~:
pro,;des exclusively is aircraft vantage," he said.
On Feb. 22. Woodruff
sales.
Woodruff said because the suggested that his company buy
Institute
IS
University- the Institute's fuel and mairisupported. it has business tenan..---e facilities, operations,
advantages that a private firm equipment, and hangars,

conflict could not occur because
Anderson has no influence over
allocation decisions b~ the 21member board. Anderson is a
non-voting member of the board
and is not paid for his work
there.
"Any charge that I woulli use
my position to buy votes is
absurd," Anderson said. "I was
brought in to organize the Fee
Allocation Board and I have no
influence at all," he said
Burch8rd says Eberlin is
maiting the charges because he
is u~t that no USO officers are

:reJ:·

wEtJ!~:or.~:
that
ap~ls of election decisions
would ..,~ brought to the Judicial
Boar.. f01· Governance. headed

bv Chief Jurist .ieff Peterson
who is also working on
O'Malley's rampaign staff.
Peterson satd he has alread\
abstained in one election casi>
that came before the J-Board II
other electioo-related cases an·
to come before the board, ht>
will oot vote and "probably not
even be present at the
meeting," he said.
Peterson said the J-Board
took action Tuesday to set up a
sub-committee to investigate
O'Malley's campaign because
ot charges made by <;regg
Materna, another presidenhai
candidate. However, Peterson
isn't sure whether any investigation will actually take
place.

An apolog_Y to CCIIS cheerleaders

freeing the University to
provide academic services such
as flight training for college
credit.
Dougherty said that the Institute will be maintained by the
University because of fmancial
commitments made in 1960. He
added that "the University
pays rent like everyone else. •·
Airport Manager Seibert
explained that SIU agreed to
buy revenue bonds for the
airport. and the University's
name is on those bonds. lie
added that because SIU signed
a contract.
Seibert disagreed with
Woodruff that the Institute has
stepped over their agreed-upon
bounds in competition.
"Both have a ri~t to do what
they want. SIU IS not ~ally
limited by what the> lnstiwte
can do. They don't advertme to
the general public:, and they are
doing the same thing! they
alWi"' have."

Entertainment editor Bill
Cl owe and the Daily Egyptian apologize to caroonda]e
High School cheerleaders ior
an erroneous statement in the
review of the Ted Nugent
concert at the Arena.
In attempting to make tM
Jhlint that the crowd appe.ued to be composed
mainly of highschool-age
youths. Crowe wrote that

"Carbondale
High
cheerleader jacket.tl ... were
the fashions ol the evening."
Cr•>We actually saw one
person wearing a carbondale
High School jacket at the
concert and he did not see
that person drink liquor.
Crowe said he could not be
certain that the j.JCket had
the word "cheerleader" on it.

lUI'\ , ... 210)

Publish«! daily tr. the Jou:nahsm
and Egyphan La~ratory. ucepl
Saturday. Sunday. Univers 1ty
vacations and hol~;s by Soulhem
llhno1s
l;ntversily.
Commun1cutions Bwld1ng, Carbondale.
Ill. &2!1111. St>cond class postage paid
at Caroondale. llhnois
Edt!;,rial policies of the Daily
E6Ypttan are the ~ibility ol
the editon. Stat..mM!Ilts publi*ed
do not reflect ap~ni- ol the admlllistrat- or any depllrtment ol

1M llm,er'lity
EdltOI'Jal and busmess office 1s
located
11'1
Commumcallons
Buildnl8. North Wing. Phone :;:)6
J311VerncnA.Stone.r~alolfic:er

Subscroptrv, rates a~ $19 o;o pt'f
year or s•o for sox monlhs on
Jackson an.t surroundmg rounlws
S27 so Pf"' ye-o~r or 114 ror sill months
wtlhon the t: .. lf'd States and S40 Pl'1'
year or S25 for Sill months in all
rorftlllll coontrift

f
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-Introduces the

CLASS
of Share
CERTIFICATES

Old StyleBeen2

t2T.A.botth~5

Rheinpfalz
Liebfraumi lch 1som1
Le Papil!on De Ia Reiue
Product of France

750 ml

Wine

Stillbrook Whiskey 1:,0 ml
Schenley Gin 90proot o~.
'4 99
8 & 16 gal KeGS available
-OPENMon-Thurst-lam Frl& Sat9-2am Sunl-lam

Everyone has heard of the MONEY
MARKET CERTIFICATE. but. your Credit
Union has a better deal.

13.674%$5,000 minimum
on Class Certificates· six month certificate
lased on _..ly rota lhrough April23. 19110
8%.$500 minimum deposit,

12 month class certificate

12.125%, $500 minimum deposit, 30 month class certificate
9%. $500 minimum deposit, 6 yeN class certificate

sIu

EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION
457-3595
1217 w. Main St.

Carbonclole. IL t2t01

Cardboard boats set for race
By t:niverslty St>w! Servlct'
The Annual Cardboard Boat
R{;iiatia. one of Slli's sweet
signs of spring, will begin at 1

p.ibeSas!!<!:ili =~~:!ret:~

is open to anyone who wants to
build and enter a cardboard,
:n~h-mwered boat. Prizes
include the Titanic Award.
which goes to the boat which
sinks the most :;pectacularly.
Larry Busch, assis!ant
professor of design. began the
competition as a class proje-.;t
for beginning design student.> in
!974. Entries have rang4>1! irom
paddle wheelers to propeller
and plunger-driven rafts. Last
year. one student strapped
himseU into webbed boat-shoes.
Busch said the customarv
kayak and experimental-craft
lineup will be augmented by a
third class ~ h;s vear--the "insLot boat."
·
"We will issue a kit of boat
ma>erials at noon on race da,; to
anyone who's interested. The
bui!ders will have two hour<; to
constru<'t anything they wa:tt
"At :Z p.m .. they will paddl<'
out 100 yards and grab a helium
balloon. The first one t>acJ;;
wins." Busch said.
_/
The International Paper Co.
·~
donates corrugated board and
waterproofing each year. and
the company will have at least
one boat entered in the race. A
company designer won the
compt'tition last year with a 17·
pound canoe. Busch said.
A designer from the company
Frank ('ycenas. sn·-e senior. applies duct tape to his cardboard kayak in prt>paration for the St..lienth :\nnual Car- recently came to SIU to show
students
how to improve their
dboard Boat Regatta. Any cardboar.J boating en~t10siast ma~·
boat designs--and his comentt>r tht> competition whicll ht'gins at I :00 p.m. Saturday in petition, Busch said.
lht' f'ampus Lake.

·---~

CortPr t~lltnu Hfuu·tion.lf npniiiHI Iron
By The Associated • 'rei!

travel to Iran. ordering
pay!Ilent of reparations to
fam1hes of the 50 hostages from
frozen Iranian ">o;sets, r 1d ordering l'.S.-made arms on
order by Iran to be made
available to t; .S armed forces
instead.
Earlier Thursday. Ira'lian
revolutionary leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini dism1ssed
the American sanctions as an

President Carter turned the
l' !:,. economic vise on Iran a
little tighter Thursday. anJ got
a boost from West Europeans
Portugal banned all trade with
Iran. and tht' Eurooean
Parliament urged the nine
Common :\tarket nations to
consider breaking diplomatic
ties with the revolutionarv
regime in Tehran.
At a Washington nE>ws conference. Carter warneo that if
non-military steps do not ltad to
the release of the 50 li.S. Embassy hostages in Tehran. "tht'
next ..step wHI be miiitary acbon.
He announced he was banning
financial transactions with Iran
by anyone in the linited States.
prohibltinlil most American

~~~h~~;!~~~~i~~d~:ii~~

Iran was
sufficient ..

By Mary Ana McSulty
S..ff Writer

Census takers are gearing up
to start knocking on 11early
311,000 doors in Southern Uli!'lois
this week. as well as across the
country. to pick up census
forms from those who did not
return them.
Ron Randolph. census district
manager for the southern 25
counties in Illinois. said tt:at as
of Toosday the bureau had
received about 84.5 percent of
the 304,000 forms that were
mailed out March 28. As of last
week. 266,931 Southern IUinois
householdo;; had returned the
forms.
Thic; is just under the
nationwide response rate of 86.9
percent as of Tuesday. said
James Gorman of the census
oromotion office in Washinl!ton.
D.C. The Census Bureau mailed

forms to 86 million United
States citizens March 28 and
asked that the forms be
returned April 1.
Both Randolph and Gorman
said they were ··very pleased''
with the response rate. Census
Bureau officials had hoped to
have an 80 percent response
rate by this tirne. Gorman said.
For every percent of forms
returned above lr7 percent. the
Census Bureau saves $2 million
nationwide, Randolph said.
Census takers were trained
earlier this week and went out
on a "selected basis" in
Southern Illinois to pick up tne
forms. They will be out in full
force by next week, rlandolph
said. The census takers are
i~ntifiable by the red. white
and blue U.S. Census Bureau
cards they carry.
Randolph said that close to

700 census takers were hired in
Southern lllinois. The bureau
had originally estimated that
550 people would be hired to
pick up census forms.
A high turnover rate among
the census takers has been the
biggest problem the Census
Bureau has encountered
nationwide. Gorman said.
"The only area where we're
having a problem is with the
enumerators !census takers l.
We're about 15 percent behind

~~: ':t~~~e~~ tiP~~~ hi~?n
positions open." Gorman said.
Randolph said the turnover
rate has also caused !>Orne
problems in Southern Illinois.
He said people have quit for a
variety of reasons. They may
find that they don't like climbing stairs, or OO.ZS barkin"l at
them, or may have car trooble,

1.-...wo men charged witlt arson
Bv Diana Penner
Staff Writer

Jackson County Circuit Judge
Howard Hood found probabli!
cause Thursday to bring to trial
two Murphysboro residents for
c<mSoiracy and arson in connection with a possible insurance fraud scheme.
Mike Reeder and Brad Cross
of MIJl'l)hvsboro are charged
with arSori for alleged'y setting
fire to the 19i9 Mustang of
Tracy Sadler. also of Mur·
physboro.
Sadler. 22. was charged in
March with conspiracy in the
case. She allegedly conspired
v•ith Reeder and Cross to have
the car burned in order to
collect insurance on it.
Sadler reported the car stolt>n
on Februarv 21. The car was
found in a rural area in Jackson
County the !ollowing day. It had
been gutted by fire ..

According to testimony by
Murp!aysboro Police Officer
Kutt Graff. Sadler said in a
statement to police on March 3
that she had talked to someone
c:se about having the car
burned. She did not name the
person or persons she talked to,
Gran said.
In a statr.!ment to police on
March 22, a friend of Sadler's
said Sadler had talked to Cross
and Reeder about "getting rid
of the car" to C"llect the insurance.
It was alleged that Sadl~r had
been trying to sell the car for
several months because she
could no longer make the
payments. She apparent_ly owed
about $5,500 on the vehicle.
Graff said the car was found
burned wtth the windows
smashed. The suspects had
apparently hit the car with a
heavy object before pouring

gasoline on the intPrior and
setting it on fire.
In another case. heard by
Circuit Judge Richard Richman
Thursday. a Goreville man was
sentenced to two years in prison
for one count of theft and one
charge of public indeCency.
Albert Martin. 35, pleaded
guilty to the theft on Nov. 9 of a
calculator and a wristwatch and
to a charge of public indecency
that occurred Nov. 12. Martin
had originally been charged
with rohberv in connection with
the Nov. 9 incident. but the
charge was reduced to theft on a
negotia•ed plea.
A 364-dov sentence !or the
· public indeCe-ncy charge will he
served concurrently ~ith the
two-year sentence for the theft.
P~chman said.

St'lf·

After a Cabinet meetmg. the
government
of
Premier
Francisco sa Carneiro announced it was prohibiting all
Iranian import.s and Por!~uese
exports to Iran.

Zimlmlnt·r IJPt·omP.t4 itult>pnulnu
SALI
Bl'RH.
Timbabwe
(AP> - Rhodesia. wracked bv
;~ars of civil war in a failed
s\ru~le for white supremacy.
off:ci.:lly h<!came the blackruled nation of Zimbabwe at
midnight Thursday. 4 p.m. CST.
The transiticn brought independtmce to Britain's last
African colony.
The red, white and blue
British Union Jack was lowered
and replaced by the six-color
standard of Africa's newest
black-ruled nation.

-"llliP

Britam's Prince Charles was
on hand to turn over the British
Parliament's declaration
granting independence to the
southern African state. He was
joined by four presidents. seven

r;~:;:~o:~n;~e~~n~~~ ~:~~l~
as 40,000 mainly black guests in
the Rufaro s.x:cer field
w;ld cheers erupted from the
stadium as Zimbabwe was borr.
out of the ashes of a seven·vt'ar
war between black nationalists
and the country's white
minority.

l:ommittee approt'PS draft rPf!istration
millio , men. aged 19 and 20. at
post offices throughout the

WASHINGTON lAP> -In an
important victory for President
Carter. the House
Ap-

Bureau pleased ~with results

"mostly

cOWl try. beginning this sum-

m<P:".

~h~s;:!~onsre~~:';~\~de hl~
embattled plan for peacetime
draft registration of )'Oung men.

By a three-vote margin, 26-23,
the committee approved
spending Sl3.3 million to start
registering .• n estimated 4

Proposals to register women
along with men. as Carter
proposed. were shouted down
twice w1thl;ut a recorded vore.
The subc.ommittee vote had
been a sharp setback for the
'ldministraL~. and resulteC in
dn intense lobbying effort

Legislators to oppose
House size reduction
By Kart'n Gullo

R-Chicago.
The
Chicago
Tribune reported earlier this
week that the committt't' has
budgeted $50,000. to defeat the
drive and may retain Chicago
attorney Andrew Raucci to
examine the petitions.

Staff Writer
A group of Illinois legislators
have organized a committee to

~ ~m;:w;,~ =tim::~

House of Representatives by a
third.
The
Committee
for
RepreseJ.tative Government.
cosponsored hy Rep. Giddy
Dver.
R-Hmsdale.
bas
sc'heduled a press conference

~isc=~~ndu!! a~~:':eof'~

Coalition for Political Honesty.
which i:' sponsoring a petition
drive for a cutback amendment
that would abolish the jobs of 59
legislators.
Meanwhile. David Vau2bt. a
member of the coalition's board
of directors, predicts that a
statewide petition blitz this
weekend could produce the
number of signatures necessary
to place t.';e proposal on general
election ballots this fall. Vaught
said two petitioners-one an
SIU student-are working in the
Carbondale area for the
coalition.
The
organization
'las
collected 235,000 of the 252.000
signatures needed by May 4 to
place the binding initiative on
the ballot. Vaught said.
The legislator's committee
will challt~nge the validity of the
petitions and may h1re an
election law specialist to
examine the petitions. ac·
~!\~to Reo. ·Arthur Telcser,

Michael J. Hamblet. chairman of the State Board of
Elections. said Thursday that
the petitions will be test~ for
their complian~-e with a law
passed last August dealing with
constitutional
initiation
petitions.
The law requires that each
petition be circulated in one
county and the circulator be a
resident of that countv. Hamblet said "apparently" .ue
organi!<ltion w not complied
with the law.
HI)'Wev~. Vaught said, the
law, which he called "unconstitutional."
was passed
<hile the petition drive was in
progress. The law provides a
special regulation for petitions
that are "substantially underway" and in "substantial
compliance" with the law.

Vaught said there is
"no doubt" that the £1t.-ction
board will focus on whethe:.· the
petitioning was carrrit'\.1 out in
~ompliance with the law. even
though many signatures were
gathered before the law was
passed.-
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CEditorial
Student government
credibility on the line
SIU-C scudent electiOilS have
had a tarnished i~ w terms
01 '!fficiency and responsibility
over tbe pat few years. Candidates have cried "foua ·• both
oftm aad loudt¥.
_A.l~dy presidential caodadates are making claims,
charges, counter-daims and
countet--ehargea.
Granted,
lll8DY of tbe protists have little
or no merit.
But many of tbem do.
Here are same of the more
f~idable complaints filed,
W1tb many of them centered on
Election Commissioner Tim
Adams. .•

-In the March 26 vote oo the
proposed Undergraduate
Student Organization constilutioo-a small-scale affair
when compared to the upcoming election f!Jif' officers and
seoatcn--several persons had
the opportunity to vote more
than once. because those
manning the voting booths
didn't mark voters' fee
statements. Adams blamed the
problem on ''simple human
error." Admittediy, the foul-up
was
probably
simple
negligence, but preventing sucll
mistakes is the election commissionet''s job.

-Presidential Candidate
Greg Materna, who had been
removed from the ballot for
missing a mandatory meeting
April 8. was put back on the
baUot afte!' he claimed that his
information packet bad the
'olloTilllg date of the candidates"
meeting on it. After a threehour meeting between Materna,
Adams and the Judicial Board,
Adams put Materna's name
was put badt on the ballot.

Su;g~:l~ci1a.:Sha~d'.!,~
informed her of the change in
due dates for election packets.
At fl1"St. the packets bad been
due Good Fnday. with the
l.olaDdatorycand.idates' meeting
Easter Sunday. Properly.
Adams changed the date, but
Crusoe said she hadn't been
infumed ol it until just a few
days before deadliue.

DOONESBURY

-Another problem compounding the lack of USO's
election credibility i-1 a touchy
one. Although there is oo way
that any misdealings could be
going on, USO is faced with
candidates crying "collusion,"
since Adams is a roommate of
one of the presidential candidates. Had there oot been any
other problems, this one could
have b4!en overlooked. But with
aU the other controversies. this
problem bas hurt the credibility
of both Adams and the candidate. In fact, the candidate
said, "Being roommates with
Tim bas done oothing but hurt
me." And he's right.
Student senators have little
faith in Adams. They showed it
at a USO meeting a week ago
when President Pete Alexander
asked for a simpae vote of
confidence for Adams, who
properly had changed the due
date for election packets from
Good Friday to the day after
Easter. The day of the mandatory meeting for candidates
was char~ed from Easter to
TUesday.

Had Adams been efficiently

=i~m:!:ni~e::!son:o~w~,

have been automatic. 1nstead,
the ''Vote of Confidence" was
12-11 in favor of Adams. During
the debate on the vote, USO
Vice President Chrisanne
Blankenship had to continually
remind the senators that aU the
discussion was to be about was
changing ~e dates-not any oi
the other election problems.
Unfortunately. the blame can
be placed on either one of two
people-Adams and Student
President Pete Alexander, who
appointed Adams to the $300per-semester job.
Adams has said he's concerned about the degree of
student apathy on the SIU-C
campus. To dispel any further
appearance ot unpropraety and
to easily eliminate just one
more problem attributed to
student government, Adams
should step down.

by Garry Trudeau

ArnANT BE.61N5 10 'RIWI.f

Bring anti-draft spirit to Davies
!Editor's
Note:
Tbe
ft>llowing Jetter, addre1111ed to
Student Body President Pete
Alexander, was i.atercepw.d
somew bere betweea tbe

;.~:~~·~e:t::~)e

and

lbe

~

Nick Sortal
ed••orool page ed••o·

·.

..._

·~ _.......~

Pete:
You are to be commended
for your idea to have another
rally to draw peoP.le's attention to the hornble condition Davies Gymnasium is
in.
HOWEVER ... since last
Friday's attempt had littlt:
support tat least partially
because it was raining
heavily l, here are some
suggestions that might get
more people over there. I
trust
that
you
will
keep these conficiential, and
!'lOt give them out to the
pid!.

A g'lOd rally at Davies
Gym Friday morning could
help Ket some needed funds
from the state. If enough
peor.Jie show up, maybe
something wiU be done to get
t~ae building remodeled for
the first time in 55 years.
The rally will have to be
.~atchy •. attention-grabbing,
something students will want
tc., urn, "get involved" in
lp.U'don th.~ terml.
You cc.uld learn a lot bv
following sorr:e of the leadS

=~~:fw~ semester's
Specifically ...
1. )You need to have
counter-demonstrations, or
at least counter groups. For
example, the anti-draft
people bad Americans for
America to pick on. Although
AF A was in no way involved
with either pro- or anti-draft
activaties, at still was that
local opponent for anti-draft
spE".akers to pick on. Maybe
you can do the same tning.
Sureiy you can get some of

~~~ r:;~~-:n a:~~:: l!~!
Seeing Davies Gym in
Shambles"
group
or
something similar.

~d ~~ th:t1::r~ ~

feminists _by o~~anizing a
pseudo-anti-fem1mst group.
'l'he group could even carry
signs say1ng "Davies Gym is
not fit for man nor beast-let
alone women." On second
thought, maybe you hadn't
go that far.
2.>You need to get some
music into the rally. One of
the high points of the anti·
draft rally here was when
musicians
played
the

"Ready to Die Nag."
Your group could do the
same thing. <You could even
use the same song title-just
change the words around.>
3. >Signs will help, too.
Remember the signs saying
"War is •mhealthy to
children an J other living
things?'. Why don't you
counter with "Davies Gym is
unhealthy to students and
people"" (Or something like
lhat.l
4.) You also need to get
some type of "uniform,"
mLK:b like the fatigues aU the
anti-war folks wore. Mv
suggestion is to go fo'r
~~ng suits, which are as
mu.:h in vogue now as
fatig~oes were during the
1960!1.
s. lOne last thing-a chant.
Now this is pretty tricky. The
anti~Ct ~e had "HeU
no. we wont go." Obviously.
you can't come up with
~f!ietbing that catch~. B~~
We need bucks, Davies ...
comes _P.retty close.
And if nothing else works,
you could always take even
more drastic action.
Have all the students burn
their fee statements.

C"£ette1S
Student telephone directories needed
Telephone directories-where course. you are positive of the
would we be without these spelling of the person's last
essential information name.
There is a logical solution to
providers? Students at SIU are
easily able to answer that this problem. The University
question, because we are could publish a -student
without one. The Carbondale telephone directory at the
directories do not meet our beginning of the school year.
special need as students, and This would merely involve
SlU does oot publish a telephone verifying the students' addresses via mail. Anyone who
and address directory.
The Carbondale directory is failed to make the n«essary
unable to provide the service currectiom an the reqwred time
required by the students. Sure, would be excluded from the
restaurants are listed but we
must wait a full semeslt!r before
we are provided with an acOn April 4 the _DE 1't=tAJt1ed a
curate listin~ ol fellow students.
stt?ry concernmg the apIt is impassable to rely on the
I'OUlbn~t <'! a DePaul atu::le~
previous year's directory, since
to the ~ S~te ~P
students usually change their
Commissaon. This appoantment
residencies each year, and tbus
to the ISSC ~ be welcome
require a new telephone
news to tbe entire SIU-C student
number.
body.
The oniy other alternative the
Students are seldom ap.
students have is to
the
pointed to state commiasiooa
University Information Desk.
with full wtiJI« privileg.s, yet
This is a help-provided, of now a milestone bas ·been

directory. It need not be
elaborate; a simple computer
printout would s.dfice.
Perhaps the minimal costs of
publication could even be offset
by advertising.
Obviously the problem is
present. The solution is not
difficult, it baa been done at
other major universities. The
students ol SIU need a student
telephone ar.d address directory.-JGdie Misc:la, Sopllemore.
PabUc Reladea

Student representing students

can

Pale .. DaiiJ Egypt ills, April 18, I iJIO

reached. I believe that the SIUan excellent
positioo to lay the groundwork
for getti."'lt our Student Trustee
a full ant.l bi.nding vote 011 the
SIU Board of Trustees. Full

c sto:Jents are in

voting privileges for the Student

Trustee woukl mean a student
representing students. - PtaD
Eberlla, Jamlw, Admlalstradft
Scleaea

President-elect of GSC proposes
initiating freeze of athletics fee
By Mimi Jarzem&ky
Staff Writer
The Graduate Student Council
must no longer react to issues
as they develop. but use its
status to initiate new programs,
says Debbie Brown. who was
elected GSC' president for the
1980-81 school vear.
Brown, a graduate student in
English. and Wendy Broadhooks, a graduate student in
g•J•dance and educational
nchology. were elected bv the
:ouncil at its meeting Wednesday night to the top
executive positions.
Broadbooks. who wi . chair
the Fee Allocations Board in
addition to her duties as vice
president, said the council
should maintain a good "Yorking
relatio~hip with its tlepart·
ment colleagues and that it is
important to let individual
departm{'nts know what the
council is doing and what actions il is taking.
Looking specifically at the
athletics fee. Brown said that
the state will probablv withdraw ~eneral revenue fUnds for
athleucs.
"The athletics fee 11\ill only
es<"alate and I propose that we
ir~•tiate action and freeze the fee
at $20," Brown said, adding that
the council needs to be realistic
in approaching a limit on the
fee.
Bro11. n, who ran as an independent, stressed that the
council must be fiscally conservative next year. She said
the present ad hoc committee
reviewing the guidelines of the
Fee Allocation Board is a
"healthy sign," but should be an
ongoing process.
"We shculd be continuall"
assessing our priorities to

determine how our budget can
meet our constituency needs,"
she said. "We must be conservativE' in attitude and actions
in regards to our budget."
She said that she would like
the GSC to become more than a
financial resource and use the
GSC office as a "storehouse"
for guidelines and procedures
where students ran find dnswers to time consuming
questions.
Brown and Broadbooks will
take office June 9, the beginning
of the summer session.

GActivities
Friday
S.tuntay
Play reading. "Another Season
Black Affairs Council, meeting.
For Witches," 4 p.m., Com11 a.m., Missouri Room.
munications
Building
Annual
Cardboard
Boat
Laboratory Theater
Regatta, 1 p.m., J...a.ke..Go-tbeBlacks Interested in Business,
Campus.
meeting, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m ..
Mathematics
Field
Day
Act'vity Rooms A and B.
Competition, 10:30 a.m ..
Southern Illinois Editorial
Technology Building
Association. meeting, 8 a.m
Auditor;wn.
to 4 p.m., Student Center School of Law dinner, 7 p.m.,
Auditorium and Mackinaw
Ballrooms A and B.
Room.
Student Alumm Board, open
SPC film. "Picnic at Hangin'
meeti:::f· 1 p.m., Faner 2179.
Rock," 7 and 9 p.m. Student
-~~~ F:!/~~~· meetiDg,
Center Auditorium
Telpro, meeting. 6 p.m ..
Alpha Phi Omega carwash, 8
Communications 1046.
a m. to 4 p.m., University
Mall parking lot.
Sphinx
Club,
mandatory
meeting, 11:30 a.m .. Thebes
Southern Illinois Audubon
Society field trip, 9 a.m.,
Cafeteria, Sturlent
Center.
Iranian
Muslim
Student
Green Earth I. East Park
Street.
Association. meeting, 3.30
p.m., Activity Room D.
Algebra Conference, meeting. g
a.m. to 5 p.m .. Ballroom B
Astronomy Club. public oband Mississippi Room.
servation. 7:30 p.m .. Illinois
German Department luncheoo.
Room
ll a.m, Illinois and Ohio
Sit: -E School of !liursing.
rooms and Ballroom C.
meeting. 8 a.m .. Kaskaskia
and Missouri rooms.
RgTc dinner, 6 p.m., Ballroom
Tau Beta Pi dinner. 8 p.m ..
Kaplan Educational Center
Mississippi Room.
meeting, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.:
Alumni Club Honors dinner. 7
Mackinaw Room.
p.m , Gateway ~nn. Route 45.
Alpha Eta Rho dinner. 6:30 Roosevelt National Life lnsura~"-"t Co., meeting, 9 a.m .•
p.m., Ballrooms A. B. and C.
Saline Room.
Sigma Gamma Rho dance. 10
Chinese Student A: :ociatiorl,
p.m., Ballrooms A and B.
meetmg, 2 p.m .. Saline Room.
Delta Sigma Theta dance. 10
p.m., Ballroom D.
Westbend Mid-America Enterprise, 8 a.m to 9 p.m ..
Inter-Varsity Christian
Renaissance Room.
Fellowship. meeting, 7 p.m.,
Alpha Kappa Alpha, meeting, 1
Ohio Room.
p.m., Sangamon Room and 9
Meditation Fellowship.
p.m., Roman Room.
meeting, 7:30p.m., Missouri
Wine Psi Phi dance, 9 p.m., Big
Room.
Muddy Room.
Black Voices for Christ,
meeting, 6:30p.m., Macltinaw
Sa ada•
Room.
Black Affairs Council electioas,
Christians Unlimited, meeting,
1 p.m., Iroquois Room.
A~pt-:Ka~~! ~~~rwub, 9
Chi Alpha, meeting, 7:30 p.m.,
;.;~; ~~ ~~Doo's Sbel!,
Kaskaskia Room.

In other business the council
elected five members to serv{'
on the Gradual{' Council. All
graduate students. they are·
Pat Ostenburg. chemistry and
biochemisty: Burt Hancock.
curriculum. instruction and
media: Terry Mathias. higher
education:
John
White
educ.. tion _leadership; and Cal'):
Brown, h1gher education and
this year's GSC president.
The council also voted not to
approve the student trust{'{'
election guidelines.

Campus Briefs
Blacks Interested in Business
will hold its Minority Business
Day Conference from 9 a.m. to
3:30p.m. in Activitie Rooms A
and B. Representatives from
ten compames will be present.
Sigma Gamma Rho is
sponsoring its annual Kenneth
Garrison Memorial Fashion
Show at 6 p.m. Saturday in
Ballrooms A and B. Proceeds
will go toward a scholarship
fund, available through the
Student Development office.
Donations are requested.

witll English subtitles. will be
present~ at 7 p.m. Friday in
the Moms Library Auditoriur.J.
Design
Initiative.
an
organization of students in
design will
present an
exhibition from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m., April 21 through 29. The
exhibit will include art work
and graphics, commercial art,
urban planning schemes,
J?roduct design and computer-aided designs.
Maryo Ewell. director of the
lllinois Arts Courtcil's communitv arts program. will talk
about financial aid for arts
groups and artists during a
public meeting at 7 J).m.
Monday in the Unitarian
Fellowship Hall. University
Avenue
and Elm Street.
Ewell's visit is sponsored by the
Office of Research and
Development.

"Classical Dance, C'assical
Instrument and Folk Dance "
will _be presented by Gawher
Jamil at 8 p.m. Sunday in
B:lllroom C. Sponsored by the
U.S. Government Exchange
Program, the Indian Students'
Associatior., GSC and USO.
"Bobby." a movie in Hindi
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41tighly-acclaimed violinists
I~~-I
-• -~"~·~ i AFTER DARK SPECIAL~:1I
1 99~ Whopper
1
to perform together in Shryock 1
"A
season
of
Entertatnment." featuring the
comoined artistry of highlyacclaimed violinists Jacques
lsraelievitctl, I...az..r Gosman.
Carroll Glenn and Ronald Neal.
~ill be presented at 8 p.m
Sunday in Shryock Auditorium.
Antonm Vivaldi's "The Four
Seasons" 'lo1.iU be the highlight of
the evening's performarce.
This arrangement for viohn and
strings v.iU fP.ature solos bv
each artist. Bartok's "DuetS
For Two Violins." the fir.;t

~~;em~ 0of ~i!r~:.:·So~~~

I
I
1
N~e~o~:s ;~~~o~~th a~~ I
Chamber Orchestra in St.
Louis.

Telemann's "Concerto For
Four Violins" wall also be
performt>d.
Israelievitch. a native of
Cannes. France, has been
concertmaster of the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra since
April of 1978. He previously w"\8
the assistant concertmaster of
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Sir George Solti
Gosman is the associate
concertmaste1 of the St. Louis
~:, :nphony Orchestra and the
founder of the Leningrad String
Quartet. He is also the music
director of the Kammergild

KING

l

:

P..._ pr-nt tftls coupon b.fare -- f
tlerl,..
Lindt
coupon
per •
cus'-· Offer expires 4/M/N. Good 1
Moln, CariHMMiale.
__l

_,,at"'

other major orchestras in the
United States and abroad. Neal
is currently the chairman of the
string department at Soutt.err
Methodist University in Dall.ls,
Texas and has played fir;t
violin in the Dallas Art;;
Quartet
The performance is eein~
sponsored jointly by University
Convocations, tht> Morning Don't
Etude Club. the Student forget my keg plan:
Programming Council, the J. SJO maximum deposit
School of Communications and 2. 2 free bags of ice
Fine Arts and the Graduate
with purchase
Student Council. Admission is
3. disc. on cups
free.
M:\NDEL CO!'IIVICTIO!'II

Ad

good
thru
Sun.

i1

WASHINGTON tAPl - The
Supreme Court has left intact
former Maryland Gov. Marvin
:\fandel's political corruption
conviction.
Mandel faces four years in
prison for ~rticipating in a
favors-tradmg scheme that
reportedly brought him some
$350.000 worth of gifts.
vacations and interests in
business deals.

Corps Group Commander will
be presented at that time.
A formal "Dining-Out'"will be
held that evening in the Student
Center for cadets, staff and
their guests. Awards will be
presented. Brig. Gen. Albert J.
Kaehn Jr .. commander of the
Air Weather Service. Military
Airlift Command. will be the
guest of honor and speaker at
the dinner.
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Open house,military parade
to mark annual ROTC Day
By Uaivenity NeWll Sft'vice
Air Fon:e ROTC Day will be
observed Saturday. Cadets and
detaclunent staff \\ill greet
visitcn at the Air Force ROTC
building, 807 S. University.
A formal military parade will
be held in front of Shryock
Auditorium at 2 p.m. Cadets
will be reviewed by acting
President Hiram Lesar and
detachment staff. The new
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750ml
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Almaden
Grenoche $269
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'Non-drugs:'
Do you know
what you're
addicted to?
:fa,~;rl~rc Garrigle
We !iv!! on a drug hsppy
planet.
A coffee <:ommercial shows a
~ubdued su:-. .:banite waking up
m the mormr.g, drinking a cup
of coffee and descending on the
world as a winged su{lt!r hero.
An aspirin commerc1al shows
a harried businessman arguing
wi~ his wife and kids, then
taking an aspirin, getting a
wonderful "ight's sleep and
waking up refreshed m the

m~~f~e

on a drug happy
planet.
If you're unhappy, take a
yellow _l~ill. Can't sleep? Take a
tranqwlizer.
If you're nm down have a cola
and a smile. It'll make you feel
good-and a half hour later
when the sugar rush wears ofi
you'll even be more depressed .
. The drugs we use everyday~Jgarettes, coffee, aspinn, the
list goes on-may do us more
hann than good.
You may be addicted and not
even know il
''Some
people
depict
American mental health as a
tr_;p through the daisies," says
T1m Weber. directGr of the drug
abuse control group Aeon, wbo
says he has dealt with '·'nondrug" addicts for some 10
years.
''That's the np I disagree
with, the understanding peddled
to Americans that you're not
bealthy if you're under stress,
you're not healthy if you're
unhappy. you're not healthy if
you're arguing with your mate,
you're not healthY. if yoor
children aren't smiling all the
time.
''Tt.at's tctal bull sh-t. It's
just not true.
·You're healthy if you're
dealing with diose things and
accepting them and integrating
them into your life on a day-today basis.
Staff photo by Jay Bryant
''Happiness is not the criteria
for mental health," be said. Drag 11obuse is not restrided to illegal drugs. Common sub- Beeause drugs like caffeine are legal and sociaDy ~
stances like coffee, eyedrops. antihistamines and even table. people can ~ome addicted without ever realizillg it.
''Stability is."
Yet drugs are a centerpiece refined sugar and Dour can be detrilneatal if abused.
for most Americans. The
morning cup of coffee, the ''They just use it in small doses 11101"1!' for it!
after the insulin is out of the setting yourself up for- failure,
mtes, the sodas, the pain but ounce for ounc:e it's as
"The only major aspirin body, because the body bas had because nicotine is an a:· . 11lere are almost an in- powerful as an amphetamine." company that does not put to work overtime, be says.
tremely addictive substaoce,"
mite number of '"non-drugs"
Weber saY1J caffei11e does all caffeine iD aspirin is Bayer,"
WbPn the 'sugar rush' wears Webea· Qys.
that we each lean on every day. the thin~ that a stimulant Weber says. He says that be's off-it's time to get another cola
H you've been smoking fur
What foilows is a quick trip does-raase
your
blood called up pharmaceutical or cookie. That or face the brief any length and decide to quit
through the medicine cabinet pressure, tighten your · large companies and asked why they depression that's oo the way. you'll be bit with the double
and througb the kitchen to find muscle pwps, and raise your put caffeine in their aspirin. NO SMOKING
whammy
of witbdrawal
out just some of the drugs we respiration aM temperature. 'their response bas been that it
symptoms that are both
"Ever quit smoking?"
Americans are putting in With all this going on the body acts as a "mood elevator."
psychological aad
''Sure, buDdreds of time."
ourselves.
must try and compensate
"It .1oes wake you up temCigarette smoking has been physiological, be says.
HAVE A COLA AND A HABIT chemically Jar the inevitable ponllily ,"he agrees. "It speeds linked to lung <and otherl
''The~ process is
It bas DO taste. ll bas DO stress. and people endure a you up, makes you feel a little cancer, heart and blood vessel generally depressioa, pretty
nutritive value. It's the last resultive dl'press!on while their better, but it also sends your disease, coughing and other fun rleep sometimes, and very
ingredient listed on the can.
bodies are te~ding strength body into a resultive der,-ession things like air poUution. Yet painful. The physiological oue is
It's a drug called caffeine. It's after being 'dosed' with caf- after the drug is gone. '
people keep on· smoking- cramps, nausea, headaches,
in the soda for a reason.
feine, he says.
SUGAR, SUGAR
usually because they have to. and of course all the resulting
''The caffeine ;s insiduously HAVE I GOT A HEADACHE
Sugar is sweet ... but also
"Nicotine is a powerful tissue damage to the lungs from
placed in the soft drink b~ the FOR YOU
addictive.
stimulant," Weber says. -IC coughing .••
soft drink company to addict
So why quit?
Caffeine finds its addictive
That's according to ·Neber, ''That's why cigarettes are
people on purpose," Weber · way into other substances too, who labels ~ as "a real physically addictive. And the
"You have a choice: to die ar
says. Some colas once con- Weber says.
powerful drug.' It's also a drua tragedy is that cigarettes are quit! That's where it's at," be
tained cocaine, but the Con''The greatest drug hype that that most people don't eoncf:. also deadly. It takes a lot of said.
trolled Substances Act of 1914 I've seen in the last five years, if sider as one.
coffee to kill you but it doesn't CUP OF COFFEE!
made cocaine illegal, so caf- I were going to have the 'Golden
"Coff'!e I would r-.mit brhlnd
The bo«!f isn't equipped to take that many cigarettes to kill
feine take& over where cocaine Donkey Award' for drug digest refined carbohydrates you."
cigarettes as the sec:ood most
left off.
companies, is something called like sugar and white nour,
Kicking the habit. joining the abused rubstance in America."
"You cannot buy a sort drink ExcedriD P.M.
Weber says. The body must unhooked generation, going Wezer saY1J.
on the market today with the
"Caffeine is a very harmful
"The difference between secrete insulin just to process cold turkey is no easy task.
exception of Gatorade that does Excedrin P.M. and Excedrin is the refmed carbohydrate.
"H you exp'\.-t to quit smolting substance. and at's addic:ti.e.
not contain caffeine," he says. that m Excedrin P M they left
and not endure a little Each time you use it you need
~~e~~ ~a~~: discomfort. and in some cases more to get the effect. That's
"It's a stimulant, and it's a the ca£1ane out," ~ said with a
poweful stimulant," he adds. laugh. "And they're charging then a resulting depre .sion major withdrawal, then you're
«~•Paput
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Is Carbondale a drtig capital?
Officials cite differing beliefs
By fiai~ O.Vri~z~
S&aff Wnter

1bere was once a popular
notion of Carbondale as the
drug capital of Illinois _
_

Whether that reputatiOn ts
deserved, tbouldt. appears to be
debatable, at least to a local
drug counselor and two local
drug enforcement officials.
Capt. Carl Kirk of t:niversity
PoiWe ck.esn't agree with the
perception. He said the image
was promulgated by a former
Carbondale mayor who called
the town Illinois' drug capitaL
"As far as 1'1.1 conct>med. it
was a fallacious Fatement then.
and it still is," ~e said.
Rick Pariser. director of the
Southern Illinois Enforcement
Group, wouldn't comment on
the accuracy of such a
statement.
"Just say my opimon is that
there is consistent and
significant drug activity in
Carbondale,'" he satd.
Bill Vollmer. a drug counselor
at Synergy, satd that it is not
true that Carbondale 1s a
trafficking center for all kinds
of illicit drugs.
"What is true." he quickly
added, "is that most of the
marijuana that comes to Illinois
and the surrounding !'!ates
comes through Carbondale."
Cocaine for this region. he
said, is distributed through
Nashville.
Tennesee. and
barbituates through Chicago.
However. V'lllmer said that "to
a limited extent" hallucinogens
such as MDA and LSD are
manufactu:-ed and distributed
in C-arbondale
Statistics that w~uld prove
those statements are hard to
get SIEG 's jurisdiction covers
four counties in Southern
Illinois; Jackson. '\o\"illiamson,
Union and Perry. Pariser said
that SIEG statistics couldn "t
accurately reflect CarbondaJe·s
role in traffidcing throughout
the rest of the state
There W('re Ii-I documented
~ sales to undercover SIEG
agents in 1979. according to
SIEG statiStics. Pc.riser said
these cases inv-1lve 121
defendants who have been or
will be arrested. The SIEG
conviction ratio for cases
brought to trial in 1979 was 81
percent That includes arrests
made over the past few years.
He emphasized that these
statistics are not and camtot be
indicative of the amount of drug
traffic in Carbondale or in
Southern Illinois.
"These kmds of offenses are
unreported crimes.·· he said
The arrests. he said. reveal onlv
the drug offense!' SIEG knows
about.
"It"s not my job to determine
how prevelant drugs are in the

area." he added.
Pariser. who has been
director of SIEG since 1974.
speculated that Carbondale has
a role in state drug flow.
"I think that Carbondale,

f~f~a~a': ~~~ ~:~a~~

1\iorthem Illinois. is involved in
drug traffic in the state," he
said. "There are some definite
drug patt~ms ~tween Carbontiall' and Northern Illinois."
Vollmer said one reas<:.n why
Carbondale is a
major
distributJr)n point for marijuana
is its ct>ntral location between
several medium-sized cities.
According
to
Vollmer.
marijuana that l'1. entually
lands as far west as Kansas
Citv. Mo. as far north as
Miiwaukee. Wise. and as far
east as Lexington. Ken. comes
through Carbondale first

co~~ t :~ ~~sri~ i~'t:;!~~~~

be cur here and shipped
elsewhere to be sold.
Though Vollmer said he
believes a large amount of
marijauna passes through
Carbondale. he insiSts the drug
traffi~ isn't nearly as heavy as
local Jaw enforcement agencies
believe.
Vollmer, Pariser and Kirk
say that marijuana is by far the
most prevalant drug here.
Grass is followed by cocaine.
barbituates. MDA, PCP and
mescaline in popularity. They
sav LSD seems to have made a
comeback in this area recently.
"Mv sense is that it has been
redtseovered." Vollmer said.
"There was a lot of acid used 10
years ago. But it was such a
potent drug that after a couple
of vears. it fell out of favor."
He said the drug is now back
and being used in smaller doses.
"The idea is to have the drug
experience with a lesser intensitv." Vollmer said.
He "Says drug usage has not
11eccessarily decretsed in the
area. but he believes Car·
bondale's image as a drug
capital is out of date.
'The difference is in the
sophistication Gf the users these
days. Within the drug consuming population there are
fairly expenenced people. I've
been dealing .\\oith pe«~ple who
have been using drugs since
they were 13 years old arod they
don't see them~l!lves as wtusual
at all." Vollmer said.
He said young peopl~ are
turning to drugs in IJI'eate•·
numbers.
'"The local high schools don't
want to (admitl to it,'' he said.
"but there are a lot of kids over
there smoking reefer on
recess."
Vollmer said the increased
rl'l'reatiooal use of drugs is a

1"1--

natu:-al outgrowth of a drug·
consuming soctetv wh1ch uses
alco~IOI and other legal drugs in
jlreat quantiti""S.
- "It's !'lot difficult for me to
understand why lk'Ople would
want to broaden that spectrum
to include illicit dnJgs," he said.
"It's something that happens
and people nee<! to get used_ to
that idea.
AS a
soctal
phenomenon, it's like toilet
paper. It's evefY'\'here."

JJ'orkslrop on
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•· Academy Award W1nner

1 l_!.EST SUPPO~-~G

ACTOR MELVYN DOUGLAS

111E CIHTICS AND PUBliC AGREE...

•

There~

nothing_f_unnier than
Peter Selers in"'Being There!' -,-. · _
"An •HoluteiJ rem.Uble comedy•••• delght."
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2:01PM Show S1.SO Shows L'oily 2:00 6:•5 t:OO

film~

m1uir scheduled
A twO-week workshop on film
and music will be held April 28
through May 8. Charles Berg,
associate professor of film at
ihe t:niversity of Kansas. will
present lectures weekdays from
6 to 8 p.m. during this.period.
Berg's lectures will be
illustrated with films o~nd fi!m
clips, slides. ~ord~ music
and his own live mus1e on the
saxophone, flute and piano.
Berg will also be available at
various scheduled times for
class presentations and in·
dividual consultations with
students and faculty.
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Drug Abuse Council claims
users 'pose no threat to society'
WASHINGTON <APl - A
l.ue-ribbon panel says that
despite the growing, "pervasive" use of mind-altering
drugs in America, most people
who use drugs do not abuse
them and pose no threat to
society.
The Drug Abuse Council said
the nation may as well accept
some use ol drugs aa ioevitable.
Drugs have been used "since
the beginning of ~ time
and will predictably remain
so," at said.
It cautioned against a return
to what it called the alarmism
of the Nixon administration's
"war on durgs."
Despite the nearly $6 billion
the federal government has
spent since 1971 on drug
treatment and law enforcement
efforts, "more Americans use
and misuse more psth;hoactive
~r than ever,"
..ouncil
But while use of mind-altering
dru~s
from alcohol and
manjuana to heroin is •'pervasive, misuse is much less
frequent," it said.
At a news confereoc:e, Dr.
Thomas E. Bryant, the council
president, said parents who are
terrified about their teenagers'
use ol drugs should take a calm
approach to the problem.
Asked about • recent
government report that 10
percent ol high school seniors
sm..'lke marijuana daily, he said,
"'Ibe loeast responsible tmn. to
do is panic: •.• aDd announce that
the world is about to be innundated with drugs."
A colleague, Robert R. Carr,

-~

said most of those high ~· ''ool
youths probably take "'one or

college students who experiment with dru~::o or we
them regularly "clearly the
majority exercise personal
restraint," it said. The number

The council's findings are
contai11ed in a 291-page book,
"Tbe Facts AbOut 'Drug
Abuse," capping a seven-y•v
SlO-million study, sponsored
mainly Dy the Ford Fouodatioo.
It predicted heavy use of
drugs "will prevail at least
throuab the nextfew years" and
canea for policies that
distinguish
between
recreatioiial use of drugs and
misuse that harJru; society.
, It endorsed experimenting
with heroin to treat heroin
add~ct~ and d~crimi!Jalizing
poss!SSIDg manJuana m small
amounts.
The council noted that heroin
treatment programs generally
assume users are addicts. but
said there is "convincing
evidence that more individuals
use heroin than are addicted."
"By
adhering
to
an
unrealistic goal ol total abstinence from the use of illicit
drugs, opportunities to encourage respo~~~~ible drug-using
behavior are missed," the
councll said.
Currellt drug policies ''reflect

abuse
"is relatively
in serious
difficulty small.'~
from

r~'t:f: ~::sri~'= s=~~
are stoned all the time."
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assumptions and events more
thaD a half century old, despite

the fact that many of thalle
aaumptiarls were erroneous or
founded iD demagOfiUe!'Y'.. it
said.

Despite alarm about the

millions ol high school and

Marijuana readily available,
high school stut.lents reveal
could get a bold of hard drugs,"

Bv Robia Sapoaar

she said. "We've got some
people who are practically
dealers around here "
She said that there are strong
pressures from other students
High school is a time for to smoke.
"firsts... For many teenagers
"There's definitely .peer
this includes dating, get•1ng a pressure. it seems a lot bke A
driver's license-and maybe social thing," she said. "Boy
smoking marijuana. For .m.ost meets girl and says. 'Let's get
high schoolers. obtama!lg stoned.' "
marijuana is probably easaer
Dee. a 17-year-old ju.nior. said
than passing a driver's test.
he
frequently
smokes
Toni,
a
15-year-old marijuana. He said he smokes at
sophomore. said. ''you can. get "every day" and doesn't have
about anything ' wtth little any problem g~tting it.
"I've got an excellent contr~~::.- could get pot, speed,
ccaatilnle4 .. Pa~~:e tZI
just basic drugs. I imagine you

sian Wrl&er

•:di&or's ~o&e: The "tudents
intttrvJ.wed twbolle names are
Hcticlousl at&end CarboDdale
Community High School.
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More Americans are seeing
if cocaine is really 'wot·tll it'
B:w JORpb T. Agnew
Sbldf'llt Writer

Although cocaine is the
reported staple of rock
musicians, m~Jvie .o;tars and
some politkians, its use and
abuse a!so seems to be
spreadinJ:
o'·er
middle
Ameru:a. Not surJ. isinglv,
cocaine is obtainable in t:arbondale.
While recognized medkal
uses of coc.aine are still extremely
limited. · illicit
distribution of the drug is
booming. Cocaine is now an
"in" drug. 'i JUng thrill seekers,
countercult!· .J youth and
middle-caass swingers as well
as ~ abusers are willing to
experiment with cocaine anc.l
determine for themselves if the
c:ocainP high is worthy of its
historical rePUtation.
The reco'rded history of
cocaine begins with the ancient
lncan civilization of South
America. Cht>wing the leaves of
the Erythroxylon cocoa shrub
was an intregal part of the
lncan religian

~~~..~ ~~~:f·t~~:

EuropE".an continent ln 18:.0,
Alfred Neimann tsolated
cocaine from the leaves of the
cocoa plant. f~owever. it wasn't
until 1884, aftt-r Sigmu:td Freud
obtained a samp~e of the drug
that experimentarion to find its
IDedll'al uses began.
Freud declared cocaine to~
a wonder drug, saying it could
alleviate :•ymptom!' of dige,:ti\·e
disonlers. asthm-.:. morphine
withdrawal. a> ~~·~II as combat
fatigue and act as an
aphrodisiac. Cocai;:;.; relieved
Fl'eud's own symptoms of
depn!ssioo and chronic fatigue,
and
he
enthusiasticallv
prescribed the dru~ to frier;dS
and patients.
After prescribing it to a fellow
doctor. who was addicted to
morphine. Freud discoverFd
cocaine's ill effe-::ts. Though it
first seemed to help the doctor.

the necessary dosagt'S had to be
increased leading to chronic
intoxication. Cocaine psyl'hOS!S
set in and the doctor experienced such symptoms as
~~~~snakes creeping over his
A person using cocaine, ex.--eriences 15 to 20 minut~ of
pleas : •able exhilaration and
euphoria. The coke high is
umque, ('Mlbing a charg~:: of
energy -!!!:CI exuberance with
!r.crea;;ed p.iysical and mental
c!!pabilities.
The stimulating effects of
cocaine begin in the centrii;
celis of the brain, produci11g
symptoms of euphori.t, !:X·
citation, r~stlessness and
!~lings of heightened physical
and mental abilities. As the
dose is increased, stimulation of
the lower brain centers occurs,
often causing tremors and
convulsions. Respiration
become1'. rapid and shallow.
The l'timulation produced ~v
coceill'~ is of short duration and
is soon followed by a depressive
r.nase marked by confuaioo and
dizziness.
Although psychological
~pendence on cocaine does
occur, there is still controversy
over whether or not cocaine
produces
true
physical
dependence. H deprived of his
drug, the "coke-head" will not
undergo a dramatic wiUJdrawaJ
crisis as is seen with heroin
addicts, but the urge to continue
cocaine use is strong due to the
severe
depression
dC·
com1.-rutying the aftereffects.
Sa:n, a sophomore at STU-C.
said he doesn't think be's "gone
two weeks without doing coke.
I'm sure it's psychologically
addicting, but like me. most
students ~rouno here don't halic
the money to get hooked," he
poi.~ted out. He said he uses
spending money hi<J parents
send him to buy cocaine.
Sam claims he can easily get
cocame within an hour at
anytime thr('iugh his regular

social pattcrns. The

usua~rice

~r'::..~~?! ~ f~mo:~ f!r i~

quarter gram. Sam says a day
after he has done a lot of coke.
he wants to do more but his Jack
of IT'.>ney controls this urge.
Cocaine is often cut several
times with some other substanCt'S before it is sold. Br.b, an
SIU-C junior who says h-.~ has
"retired" from selling cocaine.
said within the last year.
mannite, a baby laxative, b;Js
become increasingly popular as
a cutting sut::·.;taf!Ce. l..acro::..-, a
-.~ sugar, IS also used.
According to Tim Weber,
di;-ector of the AEON counseling center in Carbondale, the
usual coke-bead is a polydrug
user.
Marijuana,
amphetamines and barbituates
may all be used between
.:ue'line highs.
Wt!ber said cocaine is veri.'
much available to street drug
buyers if they can afford its
extravagant-price. He satd with
the current scarcity of
marijuana, coke is even more
available.
Weber said several problems
.are ac:;ociated with prolonged
use of cocaine, one being
inevitable contact with legal
authorities. Many coke addicts
will resort to dealing and theft
to support their habits. Other
problems include physical
bloating of the body ar.d a
deviated nasal septum.
"A deviated septum." Weber
explained, "is a frequent side
effect of heavy coke sncrting."
He said after a few months of
l'egUJclr use, th~drug can rot the
cartilage separating the nasal
paS!'lges ca~:!ling chrm•ic
bleeding and frequent infections
of the mucous membranes.
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2,000 brain cells no longer think
the day after the night )'OU drink
By Carrie

LUNCH SPECIAL

Chef Salad
or

Sw~ney

Starr Writer

Befol-e you order that nt!Xt
pitcher of beer. slot: and think
about the 2,000 iireplaceable
brain cells you will destroy if
vou become intoxicated.
Ynu might laugh off the
wr•ming, for how could the loss
;If e. few thousand brain cells
hurt when you have so many~
But the numbers add up, as do
the long term effects of alcohol.
AlcGt-:)1 is one of tht: most
used and atused mood-altering
drugs in our society. It h:is
become so much a part of ;,ur
culture that one out of eve "Y 10
adults suffers physical and
mental impairment from excessive lirinking.
Ethvl aJCI)hol, the active
ingredient in beer. wine and
disttlle1 spirits, is a natural
substance formed bv the
reaction of fermenting· sugar
and yeast spores. It is colorless.
inflammable and used to
produce feelings of well-being.
Once consumed, 80 percent of
the alcohol goes directly from
the stomach into the bloodstream. From there, the alcohol
is absorbed by body tissues.
organs and t.he brain. T~e
remaining 20 percent ts
eltminated via the lungs and
kidneys, Jerry Molumby,
coordinator for the Alcohol
Resoorc~ Center, said.
Bao;ica.ly a sedative, alcohol

:~i~ur~~. te.~lfc':~{

depressa~t.
depress~s

Staff photo by Brent Cramer

This c~!lege student may join the ranks of the one out of ten
· adalts in l!le United States who suffers physical and mental
impairmenl from excessive akobw consumption.

Spinach Salad
including a small soft drink
-9"
f.4.~"'-"i

only

•
~

$1.99

lla.m.-2:JOrm·;nru ..-14.

4-1~

·~ BEEl'•J'<RN

~

.. ,. . "~PIZZfl

CAMP~

s--...c:,

CENTP

~~

:as :

a!'Jd the first t.lllng it
is a person's
inhibitions. At this stt.ge, a
person is louder, giddier,looser
and more- talkative," he said.
As the amoun: of alcohol in
the bloodstream is increased,
Molumby explained, an individual progresses to the
secood stage. At this point.
tCeadlnled ....... 14)

St. Louis Day-Sat., April 19
departing at 10 a.m.
returning at II p.m.

.........,1aliu...........
Price-10.50c~
lumfw)
SPC FILMS

Picnic
at
Hanging
Rocl<
Friday & Saturday

Apr. IS& 19

7 &9plT'
Sunday

Apr.20

.a. CASABLANC.o\ RECORD & ALMWORKS PRODUCTION
JOOIE FOSTER 111 FOXES
• SAllY KEllERMAN • RANDY QUAID
DAVID PUITNAM and GERALD AYRES • Wrtten 11V GERALD AYRES
Produc:eG~IIVADRIAN lYNE • QrVnaiMusicbyGIORGIO MORODER
starrJv> SCOTI BAIO

Orlgflal Motion f'lclul1 Soundl!1l:k Album Mi1ab1e on casablanca Rea!nis and Ti11J11S
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'The Last Wave'
7&9pm
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Drugs seen as a centerpiece
in most Americans' daily lives
(Coalinuf'CI from

Pag~

1>

this thing out of his pocket and
he squ!rts thi& sh-t in his nose
an(' all of a sudden these birds
are chirping in the trees," he
takes a deep breath. "and he's
breathing
deeply
and
everything's fine again!
":'lio doubt his sinuses we're
clogged up and the antihestamine was invaluable to
him. but it certainly doe-sn't
mP.ke the llirds chirp But that's
the messa.~e that we getconstantly.
Weber says he sees people
abusing
antihistamines.
especially the !!pray bottles,
with amazing frequency, They
use t.~f!m because they feel they
can't do without them, even
thocgh some people probably
could, he says.

the definition of addiction.
"And there's more of R
probability of abuse because it's
a vny highly ritualized substance:· he savs, --coree is
somt>thmg people sit down
t'lgether 'A"ith. coffee IS
something that starts us up in
the morning. ~ee is what we
end the d.lv with .. .it's not ar.
'evil' substcince Iii:' alcohol, but
I think it needs to be •ISed with
intt>lligen<.-e because it ,.,.n be
.o.buserl."
H.-\ \'E .-\ DRISK

"Alcohol is a drug.· Weber
savs. "I mean. what else would
classifv it as~ It cham(es
·pt>aple's ~hysical be':Javior and
psy::hological behavur, 1t's a
central nervous depressant.
"It's a liquid drug,'
.-\STIHIST.-\.\IISES:

voo

DOCTOR

PLEASE,

SO:\IE

MORE OF TIIESE
Pres..:ription drugs are now
being abused by all different
flasses of !M!OPle in all wa:ks of
.ife.
'"Tne trouble I bave with a
great deal of n.y clients is that
doctors are prescribing drugs

THEY'RE A BLAST!

"I saw this commercial or.
tele,.;sion the other day when
this guy's walking around with
his head banging low and he's
real depressed and he whips

Carbondale Bowl
(Behind the Murdale Shopping Center)

Lhat I call "ritualistic drugs,'
prescribing wha; they call 'antianxiety drugs' lik-:- valium.
which by the way .vas never
designed as an anti-anxiety
drug. It was designed as an
analP,esic or painkiller.
"\\'hat I get is a lot of people
conung in and saying 'God, I
can't stop using thi~ drug.'
"Doctors say, 'Not only take
this pill, but take it every night
before you get into bed.
' ;>me doctors do have in~ity. Weber said .
"There's a woman who works
in Grana Tower. her name is
Jennifer Fauntlaroy, and she
has a lot of integrity.
"She prescribes tho&e kinds of
~rugs but she's also very
careful
to
explain
the
ramifications, and that u·s
basically a band-aid. that if
yon're enduring stress it's
because there are things in your
life you need to be do~ and this
will keep the lid on until you get
around to doing those things for
yourself."

SUMMER LEAGUES NOW FORMING
Men's
Women's
Mixed Couples
Juniors
Adult/Jrs.
Come In or ca II - 4 57-8 4 91

CARRIES
This Weekend

Drugs easy to find, students say
<('aatlaaed fr.a Paii'IP ll

nection. It's given to me." he
said. "I've got good friends."
He was iii eighth grade wben
he first tried marijuana.
''There was no peer pressure,
I just tried it out aud IU-ed it."
he said. "It was the best trip I
h4d.''

L'ee is an athlete. vet be said
smoiring mariJuan·a doesn't
mterf~re with his sport.
"The herbd~n'! affect me,"
he said. "It relaxe:. me after I
finish running, cools my nerves.'"

He said that most ol his
friends also smoke marijuana.
"The majority thai I hang
with do,'' he S81d. "I thmk 85 to
90 percent (at the high schr~IJ
have tried it or are domg 1t."
He
consider~
smoking
marijuana a way of i<eeping
himself busv.
"When there's nothing to do-l get high. I feel like part)ing
and getting rowdy.·· he said. ·'It
ghres me something to do ...

Beth ci."ld Elizabeth are both
sophomores and t.bey agree Lhat
getting drugs is not difficult.

''There's no problem getl;ng
drugs,"
Elizabeth
said.
Elizabeth, 15, said the
P._TeSS'J.reS aren't hard to l't.-fuse
if ~· chooses not to smote.
"Most people think that's
good if you don't," she said. "I
don't think there are a lot of

it to get in with the crowd."
Beth expressed disapproval
tb020e who do smoke

towa:~

Open

Wed.- Sat.
tp.m.-4a.m.

~!fl:~

the dmnb asses,"
she said. "They'll get out of high
school and go nowhere."

GameNites
Wed. ond Thurs.

West Roads

~-··

She said the only time it gets
hard for her to refuse is when
she is out with her boyfriend.
·'Sometimes it's hard, the guy
I go out with ~oes it a lot," she
said. "It's hard to say no."
Beth said that although she
doesn't think the pressures are
very strong they are present.
"People tease me sometimes
because they know I'm
straight." she said.
Elizabeth said one reason she
thought people smoked w'is to
fit in with their peers.
"Evervone thinks thev're
cool." she said ''Freshmen do

"The ALL IN ONE Store"
Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529-1221

Sale Good Aprilll-20

DRIVE-UP SERVICE

OLYMPI
GOLD
•

:'>pk
.2oz
Cans

$179

STROH'S
6pk
12oz
Cans

~

11

..::J

JOHNNIE
WALKER
R'tD

$799

.750 ml

CANADIAN
.LORD CALVERT

a

$499
750ml

ROBERT MONDA VI TABLE WINE
Red
White
Rose

2 Great Locations!
1039 E. MAIN
457-3306
DRlVE-UP WINDOW

1317 W. MAIN
549-3394
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$549

J .Sliter

ROBERT MONDA Vl1979 GAMA Y aOSE

$349

750ml

Carbondale tops sttrvey list +++++++++++ -~
of liquor licenses per capita ~ .~~-~41.
____ -:::"':----~~/&~,_~ -~
By Ca~ SwHney
Staff Wri&er
The race has been on all
semester. The rest-archef's have
almost completed their final
tabulations, and it looks as
though the cities may finish
amazinJl}y close.
THE RESULTS: Carboodale
has woo the· li~ t~ race
with a 50 percent lead over its
largest rival, Chicago.
A receat survey, tabulated by
the Alcohol Education Project
of the Student Wellnesa
Resource Center at SIU-C and
Jack McKillip, associate
professor ol ps-Jchology, concluded that Carbondale baa

:S~a~fe:tl~~:~i~

the state.
The
cities
of
Anna,
Bloomington,
Cubondale,
Champaign, Chicago, DeKalb,
Marion, Normal, Murphysboro
111nd Peoria were surveyed to
o.ee If there are more liquor
establishments in Carbondale
tban in other cities, and the
answer, according to McKillip,
seems to be "yes."
The
conclusif1ns
were
prepared by computing the
ratio of the number 'lf liquor
licenses per 1,000 adults in each
city. Carbondale won •ith 4.9
liquor licenses, Bloomington
was a close second with 4.3, and
Chkago scored 3.1.
Carbondale has 170 percent
more liquor establishments per
~ than DeKalb, the home
of Northern Illinois University.
The other two college towns,
Champaign and Normal, had 3.6
and l.3licell34!S per 1,000 people.
How many students take
advantage of the numerous
liquor-selling establishments in
Carbondale? A lot.
In the fall of 1m about 900
SltJ-C students participated in a
survey pc-...ut'.ng to alcobol
consumption, and the 45 pen:ent
who respor!'Jed are thought to be
a aood repreMDtation of the

drinking more heavily than
student body.
On the average. respondents women in the 18-2f• ;:~··· group.
reported taking 4.5 drinks of
For purposes of tabulation,
alcohol per week. with a drink
being the equava.lent of one 12i~
ounce can of beer, one f9!JI' f~e~~S::'!c
ounce glass of w; ne or a one- basis of alcohol consumption:
ounce shot of disti.iled s irita. Abstainers, those who drink less
Seventy percer.t o., the than once a ye:u or never: liiOt
studenta drank beer, \8 percent drinkers, once a yeaT to three
hard liquor and 12 pert.ent wine. drinks per week: moderate,
Of the 93 percent wbo ~ d
four to 13 drinks per week; and
least yearly, 53 percent urnk heavy, 14 or more drinks per
only on weei•ends, 32 percent week.
drink more on weekends than on
week days a~ICI14 percent report
Seven percent of the students
drinking :Jbout the same polled were abstainers. 43
amount during t.'te week as on percent were light drink~I'SJ 5
weekends.
percent were moderate aoo 5
The average drinks per week percent were heavy dr:.nkers.
l'eiiOI'ted by students are considered low compared to When compared to the results of
statewide statistics baaed ldl national surveys, these percentages show that SIU-C
!:~:iat~~: sb!;eitt~t nTi~C:! stude:lts were more liltely to
residents, aged 14 and older, drink than the average U.S.
consumed an average of 7.2 cilize-3, but also less likely to be
diinb per week, witb men heavy drinkers.
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THANKS FOR MAKING IT SUCH

A BIG SUCCESS."

ALL YOU
CAN

--ErvCoppl

..... AND A SPECIAL THANKS
TO ALL OUR UNDERWRITERS.''

EAT!

-Friends of WSIU

evt9ry Sunday.
Monday \ Tuesday
After 3 p.m.

ChickenPotato Saladrolls
ADULTS
t3.1t

'+'

~

t

Wilson
Custom
Kitchens

CHILDREN

(under12)

"·"

-DINE IN ONLY -

...

r:..CJh
..:ornerof

Wall& Main
Phone 457-!515

I

CITY NATIONAL

l}oM

-a--~·--

-HOURS3-tpm. Mon.-l..uri.
3-lb,... friday
11am.-10prn. Saturday
nam.-tpm. Sunday
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Think before you take that drink
l("oolinuf'd f..-

Pal~

Ill

volu~.tary

functions, such as
waiking, speech, reflexes,
thinking and memory, are
affected.
"With enough alcohol in your
system yoc. can also depress the
~li>oiunUu.)
f••nrtions to the
point of stupor .. : rom a.

~~:;e~hi~~Jd~!er~ i~:

toxication has been reached,"
he said.
Heavy use of alcohol. over an
extensive period of time. can
cause such physical prcblems
as malnutrition. heart. kidney,
liver anrl nervous system
disorders. And. it not controlled. tremors. hallu.:inations
and nerve damage.
Repeated use of alcohol is
usually the result of more
serious underlying problems an
individual refuses to face. It iJ.
also the cause of an illness
which has almost reached
epidemic proportionsa£coholism.
Alcoholics. according to
:\lolumby, a!'f" people who experience problems in one or
more areas of their lives as a
result of repeated use of a
mood-altenng substance.
Alcoholism is an illness
characterized by uncontrollable
drinkmg and a need to esca~
reality.
"We can not feel pain in this
sodety. There are too many
technological advances today,
so it's dumb to let yourself feel
pain." Molumby said.
"One way to feel better is
through the use of chemkals.
We learn to take a drink when
we feel bad."
It is farrly easy for an outsider
to detect advanced stages of
alcoholism. However. in the
first stage it is difficult to tell
whether or not a person is just a
heavy drinker.
In the first two, and most
critical stages as far as
t:-eatment goes. a P"'rson
usua.ly makes promises to quit
drinking or:Jy to end up
brea;.i!!.g them Th.! individual
freqtently drink~ to relieve
tensions. ha< an increased
tolerance to large amOWlts of
alcohol and exhibits personality
changes and mental blackouts.
According to :l.lolumby, a
cycle usually develops in the
second phase of alcoholismdrink.
guilt,
isolation,
discoo..lfagement, drink.
At this stage of alcoholism
they try to conceal or deny their
drinking. They are apt to drink
in the morning and often find it
t.'i!ficult to "feel good, no matter
how much alcohol is consumed, .. he said.
··An early warning signw of
alcoholism is when a p<.!rson
manipulates his job. friend; and
activities so that alcohol can be
m his life ... he added.
As one goes through Ule

P------------------~---~

!~-~.:;9~ Whopp~~ l

stages of alcoholism, the person a place to go for help. Be
spiritual, emotional and mental spedfic, Molumby said, telling
the person !he name and ad- :
selves interact.
GOOD ALL DA Yl
of pain, but often the lack of dress of someone who is willing
to help.
I
P ' - .,_at thb coupon
communication skills inhibits
ctert,.. Umlt coupon per
the person from talking about
"Most importantly, help that I
cus'-r. ott- ••plres 4/M/11. Good
his problems. This in turn
person maintain the little pride 1
causes more pain and the
• -1y et . ., • • " · c.rt.orM~ete.
and integrity that may be left. 1
person continues to d. irJt.
""ivt ~:n the fAr~. but allow
"The mental part .. ~~'"" m them to make the decJston "'
ana rauonau.zes the exce<~Sive seek help themselves."
drinking. The person makes up
There will be failures,
excuses for his drinking, s•JCh
as family, work, financial or Molumbv said. About SO to 60
relationship problems," he percent "of the alcoholiC! who
(Reg. $20.00)
seek help malr:• it thnrugh a
said.
In reality the problems are rehabilitation program. If the
(Reg.
$35.00)
often the result of heavy threat of losing a job or loved
ones because of continued
drinking, not the cause.
Mon·t:'i
98
"In this situation, vou cause drinking remains constant
9-3
Sat
yourself more pain. Either you throughout recovery. the
drink more and rationaiize it, or chances of success increase to
1-5
Sun
:, ou do something constructive 60 to 70 percent.
.lbout it.
"TheP is n<.thing ~Tong with
Cor•fronting a person who being a drinker. It's okay to go
exhib1ts symptoms of problem home from work and have a
drinking or alcoholism is not drink to help yourself unwind,
FIGU!rE SALON
easv, and must be done with as long as you control the drink.
cau"tion. Molumby warned.
1112 W. Main
457-2119
The problems occur when the
"The trick is to get them drink begins to control you,"
when they are open. No matter Molumby said.
how m:.~ch they drink, there will
be brief periods of timt: when
they feel the pain of their
illness. While suffenng from a
hangover or loneliness an
alcoholic will be better able to
realizle that he needs help."
opening specials
One thing to remember when
approaching individuals about
their illness is to be prepared
with straight facts and to have a
real desire to help, he added.
"Before YOI:I
anything,
you must decilk: u you realfy
care enough tv ,...mfront that
person. Don't get involved if you
don't want to go through a long
hard ordeal.
"Secondly, be prepared with
undisputable facts. Give the
pei"SlXl specific examples of
yes we have baggies!l
problem behavior. such as, 'Do
you realize that you ran a red

f81ER
I G

I

ltefore§. II

1

I

~--~-~~-------~------~

SPRING SPECIAL
1 Mo. $15.00
2 Mo $30.00

JJ~~

Sto In or Call

Newest Junior Shop
Short Sets '10
Halter Tops •s
•s
Shorts

sar

ruthie~

~~~rnicfo~~:':!'!r'-!.~~

you realize that your boss called
today when you were absent
from work again, and I had to
lie to h1m. again"' "
The next step is to gi\·e the

ENTER STOCK!

& Sportt Coat

SALE

20 • 40

THE &oLD IIlii:

,.

OFF

2 piece suits
3 piece suits
Double Breasted
alterations extra

:"Joon-2pm

611 S. Illinois

........

~
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Last Chance
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'WAiiMART
I

•

WAL-MART
PEANUT
BUnER
Choose From
Krunchy or Smooth

~

CARNATION
INSTANT
COCOA MIX

2/$300
Reg. $1.88

1702W. MAIN
CARBONDALE
ALE: 4/18-4/19

HI-DRI
PAPER
TOWELS

3/$100

$126

NESTE A
100% TEA

2/$300
Reg. $1.97

Reg. $1.58

3 oz.
Jar

WYLER'S ARTIFICIAL
DRINK MIX

5/$100

~.-.

~oz.

CHOOSE FROM
. ORANGE, GRAPE, CHERRY
LEMONADE, PINK LEMONADE
FRUIT PUNCH· Makes 1 Qt.

FREEZER STICKS
18 BARS - 6 TASTY FLAVORS

. . . . . __.. ....... Rs:
MON-SAT9-9
N 12-6

78c;
BUNDY ORANGE
SLICES

2/$100

Reg.684

Underage drinking arrests up,
Personal Wedding Rings
hut police claim 110 crackdown Individually designed
"I will buy or trade for scrap gold and silver.··

By Paula Doatt.er Walter
Writer
Johr• det:ided to help a friend
celet>rate his 21St birthday in an
uptown carbondale bar. even
though John was only 20 yean
old. Two city policemen walked
in the bar to check I.D.s and
immediately spotted the fake
one John presented. He was
arrested
for
underage
possession of alcohol and
possession of a false J.D.
John is about to become involved with three phaes of the
cnminal justice system that
would not have alfected him
four months ago. He is only one
of an L'!Cl'eaSing number of 19
aDd ~year-olds who are cr~t
ting caught for something that
was once legal-drinking.
On Jan. 1 of this year, the
legal drinking age in Illinois
was raised from 19 to 21 years
old. By raisinl the drinking age,
the legislature ended what bM
been called a six-year "soMal
experiment" that allowed 19
20-year-olds to legally drink
beer and wine. Si~ the a~
was raised, there has been a
substantial increase in the
number of of"enses for underage consumption. possession
and accepta~. and possession
of a false J.D.
From Jan. 1 to Marchi. 19i9,
ll persons were arrested in
Jack$0n County for underage
conswnption. Twelve arrests
were rna~ for Ullderage acceptance. three for underage
possession and one for
possession of a false I.D.
However. one vear later
during the same tWo-and-a-half
month period. 23 persons were
arrested for undera~e consumption, 16 for underage
aeeeptance and 18 ft:.r underage

drinking through the utilization

starr

ana

~Ji~e ~tsha;oer at~

possession of a false J.D.
These arrest increases wouJd
na·,:urally mean more work for
police, attorneys~ the courts,
but persons mtervtewed in an
three areas say the increase
definitely has not cramped their
style.
Given the substantial in·
creases, the average citizen
may assume that the police are
cnadting down on underage

of more manpower.

''It hasn't put an extra burden
on the department," said Lt.
Tom Busch of the Carbondale
C'ity Police. "We alwavs have
made it a point to erlforee liquor
laws in the city. The increase is
because ttlene's been a clwnge
in the law and ttlene are fewer
who should be driaking."

hasn:,.c:=its~~J;!

.:a.•1ua.ry for the specific pur-

poses of cracking down on
underage c:lrinkiJlt. According
to Lt. Terry Murphy, nightly
patrols nav~ not changed since
the fint of the year. and are
composoed of four di.,trict patrol
cars, one traffiC car and one
offtcer on foot in the "fleavy bar
·.1istrict.'' The offiCers in the
district ""'~ cars also checll:
the out1jing bars, he said.
"We always have had an
offiCer on beat, as time allows,
to stop and checlr: the bars for
l.&>.s. Maybe now more are
actually going to the tables and
asking for identification," he
said.
Murphy added that while the
number os alcohol-related offenses is about the same as last
year, there has been "a real big
change" in the types of offemes
involved.
"In 19i9, the largest group ol
offenses involved illegal
transportation of alcohol, while
in 1!1110. the largest group is that
of underage acceptance and
consumption." he said
Although the SIU Security
Police Department hasn't
stepped up its patrols sine. ~~e
first of the year, officers have
seen "a slight increase·· in
violations over last y~r. Lt.
Marvin Braswell said.
''Our patrol tactics haven't
changed. We really can't
change them because we don't
have the manpowf'r to ~ve such
con<:entration to the r.me area,"
he said.
Braswell said that generally
four to five officers patrol by
car at night, With four Saluki
Patrolmen (students serving as
security guards l patrolling
campus on foot.
"Generally, they !Saluki
patrolmen) are the ones who

et1C\'111llter the drinking. While
thPy don't have arr~sting
authority, they do have the
power to detain someone until a
security policeman arrives," he
said.
Braswell said that when
security officers encounter
someooe drinking illegally, they
have an extra option city police
don't have.
"We can give them a warning
or arrest them, like Carbondale
police, but we have the additional option of referring them
to a judicial board hearing in
Student Life," he said. "But I
would say the majority of
studenta we encounter are
asked to pour it out, and then we
give them a warning." he said.
Braswell said that while he
hasn't really seen much of an
increase in arrests on campus,
"it's hard to say what wiU
happen when the weather gets
nicer."
"We don't plan a crtlfNlde and
I don't anticipate a lot of
trouble, but if our officen& see
something, they'D take action,"
he said.
When an individual is
arrested by either city or
campus police. a citabon is
iss\Jf'd with a date for an ir.itial
app&rance in municipal CGU."t,
the ordinance court in the
U. Byrnes said the fine for the
offenses can range from SIO to
$-?00. plus court costs. depending on the factors relating to
the offense. such as conduct or a
previous record.
"It's not a Oat fine. The
amount IS up to the judge.
Generally, thou~. people are
treated about the sare~ lor the
same offense. But if V1:iU come in
every week, the firie will kee)
climbing," she said.
Byrnes said the number of
court cases related to underage
c:binJting offenses "definitely
has i.~reased." and that there
has been a "more dramatic
increase" in the number of false
identification charges.
"It is a more serious offense.
In fact. some of the judges fmd
it analogous m fraud~" She said.
Many oi the underage
violators are students and seek
IC•liD•e• oo Pa1e II)

for you by

Allan ffltuc/c
Please call for appointment
529-2341
c:osed Mon.-rues.-Wed. For working on my commissions
Open Thur.-Fri.-Sat
213 So. Illinoia

Joam-5pm

~~

()f.YMPf4 beer and the

~-~ CourtCiub
ii·~

invite you to the

First Invitational Racquetball
Tournament

May 2-4
You will receive a free Olvmpia T ·shirt
when you register. Food and Oiympia
beer will be provided tt1roughout the
weekend. Door prizes Sat. and Sun.

Divisions
Men
A

Women

Doubl€5

A
B

(Men and Women)
A only

B

c

Entry fee: $18.00

Entry Deadline is Wed., April 30th
M~tches will begin Fri., May 2nd
Drop in for an entrv form.
6p.m.
OldRt.lJ
A
WCoariCiab
(behiftdU- Moll)

MDA Supet·dance '80 would
lilce to thank the following organizations & services
for donating to the 3rd Annual Dance Marathon
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Study: 9.3 to 10 million
are problem drinkers
By ( arrie Sw~ney
S&aff Writer
National alcohol researchers
have eshmated that 9.3 to 10
million of the adults i'l the
United States are problem
drinkers.
Of the nation's 145 milliun
adults < 18 and older 1, 10 percent
of the men and three percent of
thE" women have alcohol-related
di•.abilities which impair their
physica_l. mental or social
funct10nmg.
In addition. there are an
estimat~ 3.3 million problem
drinkers in the 14 to li :~ge
group. about 19 percent of the 17
million youths.
American alcohol
consumption seems to be greatly
affected by economic an.;! legal
factors. c1~cording t~ the study.
Tabulatil'n of tJ .S. bev~>rage
sales from 1850 to 1976 shows a
sharp increase in alcohol
con~umption

befor~

Prohibition. By the beginning of
W.W. II, however, total sales
returned to pre-1900 levels,
wt>ere they remained for nearly
2fo years.
In •960. sales once again increased significantly. A 30
percent gain in sales between
1961 and 1971 is believed to have
been due to the liberalization of
alcohol control laws and the
popularity of drinking among
young people.
According to a national

~~~ ~om..ff~l b~1 ~u::e~

1976, sak>s llfter i971 have been
the highest ~orded since 1850,
ranging frr.m 2.63 to 2.69 gallons
d alC'oool a year per person 14
years and older.

Accorrfing to a national
alcohol survey. there are many
characteristics that influence
the amount and rate of alcohol
consumption
across
the
country. The results listeJ sex.
age, education. occupation,
ethnicit) and place <V. residence
as the most pre1ominant influences.
T.•<! survey concluded that
Nevada. the District of
Columbia and New Hampshire
have very high percentages of
alcohol consumption and that
West Virginia. Utah and
Arkansas have the lowest. The
number of tourists in each city
cr.uld be related to the high
percentages in some cities. and
wine consumption in California
could be correlated to the importance of the state's wine
il'!d~try. the survey reported.
International
comparisons
show that among 26 countries,
the United States ranks 15th in
total per capita consumption,
but third in NDSumption of
distilled spirits. Portugal,
France and Italy have the
high('St levels of consumption
and Austria and New Ze<llan1
iead the world in C'onsuming
beer.
Clinical research on the
relationship between alcohol
use and mortality shows that
alcoholics. and those admitted
for treatment of alcohol-rel4.ted
problems, have a higher
mortality rate tha!l others.
The study shows that in 1975,
alcohol was the direct cause of
about 35.295 deaths, and the
indirect cause of about 59,708
deaths
from
accidents,
homiCides and suicides.

Folksinger to perform
Folksinger Harry Waller will
present his own blend of serious
and comedic music as part of
the International Coffeehouse
series at 9 p.m. Friday in the
Student Center's Old Main
Room
Waller. a guitarist and ll'!·
casional kazoo player, is an
active part of the Chicago folk
music scene> and also tours
college campuses regularly. He
has performed with artists such
as Steve Goodman, John Prine

and Heart.
Humor
is
trademark.
His
tune
"Cockroacia On Parade" is
listed on Dr. Dt>:nento's AllTime Top Ten and is played
regularly on his nationally
syndicated radio show. Aoother
of his compositioru; is tiUed
"The Cat Hater's Anthem."
Tickets are S1 in advance and
can be purchased at the Student
Center Central Ticket office.
AdJr,JS."ion is $1.50 at lhe door.

BuyAnyTop
(tops & blouses)

Get Any BotiOIIII
(skirts. pants. shorts, ;eons)

Mark eel

Price

Friday & Saturday

Moft.Sat 9:31-J:~I
to1S.IIIInols

··-·

Carbondale's top albun1s listed
THIS
WEEK

lAST

Artist

WHIC

2
4

5
6
7
8

~~lOVE

LINDA IIONSTAOT
PIMF!oyd
Bob Seger I the 51"- Bul'-t land

I

:1

5

Asyluml'h"iA
Columbia
Copitol

WOMfN AND CHilDREN FIIIST

w-lltoL

IHEWAU.

Van Holen
Billy Joel
Potlenatar

17

13
23
9

AGAINSl THE WINO

The~Johnson

ElvisCO&... Iol The Attractions
DanF~

Columbio

IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT
LIGHT UP THE NIGHT
GET HAPPY

A&M
Columbia

PHOENIX

Full Moon/ Ep;c

B.-los"-''MCA
Ep;c

7
6
10

Tom Petty I the Heorttweoloen
._,

14

J. Geih land
Soundlnxtl

8YE LE STIIANGE
LOVE STINICS
"THE ELECTlltC HORSEMAN""

The~

PRETENDERS

TheW!Mpen

THE wtiiSPfRS
CHillSTo;>l-tt:R CROSS

"12

18

•
IS

ChristapNr Ctou

16
8
24

I<MW1t'Rov-n

co.-..

~

DUKE

Friday's puzzle
ACI'~OSS

16 Implied

46 Lab vessel
49 Gym gear
2 words
53 Jalopy
Colloq
S4 San - . Cal
55 Plant part

17 C!P"Ch

56

1~ Telhers
19 F"raqrance
ZO StaS""<'
22 Kect

57 Arctutectural

1 Norse goo
S Mallet
9 Sprors
14 Helper
15 S•m•larly

The weekend interpretive

p.er

~8 Coast btrd
59 Hangs l~re
6J Instrument
61 SuppoS@

23 Range part

25 Garden tOOl
26 Asylum
27 Sheepish
28 French nver
29 Eac:ellence
JO German
,_
31 Calls
33 Red-4ye, ~g.

t3 S. Air vtllagt> 36 u..-·

vows
44 C•uel one
45 Tobacco
mouthful
Otal

21 Constantly
2:1 Cpl s boss.
Slang
:14 Joon

Giant City slate.i
weekend events
~~a!~ ~t a~i7o ~~:.

Bogs

24 S.:otcr. plalil
2S Jostled
MW~J
28 HOOd S tla".l
I Appet"dages
2 wor.:l•
2 Cnarter
32 Road "'IO'ker 3 Of some
33 Cargo .esset
poems
34 EPOCr
4 Rebuked
35 Keen
5 Tangled
36 Smtlny
6 Foreogn
37 StntSter
7 Applied
38 Study
8 Sp artiCle
39 Unrque
9 ~teognt
40 Blue snade
10 Saltre
41 Arouse
1 • ~ctdity
43 Wed<lrng
t2 Frost

w--·

Cop;tol

RARmES

lleotles

fMIJCopilol
Columbia
SireiWEA
Solor,II(A

I'Mmpetor/Columbia
Unit«<AI!i$11
Attant;c

THF ROMANTICS
GIDEON

Thellomontics

~

DAMN THF fORPEOOE'l

'I

10
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

..

GlASSHOUSE

Stano
37 lookCtcs
angry
39 Anad< .,,,

40 s...ite

42 C,_ecl
43 Yarr
45 l.neage
46 Can. I)C)IiCe
gp.
47 lroquooan
4! Mountlake
49 - Chtna
Wrsdo<n

so

51 Solttarf
52 Hold back
54 Container

Saturday with a 30-minute
pioneer
candle
dipping
demonstration at the log cabin
near the Interpretive Center.
Learning to read the weather
will be the topic of a meeting at
2 p.m. on the observation
platform of the Giant City water
tower. There will also be an
hour-and-a-half campfire
program and slide show about
weather at 1 p.m. Saturday in
the Interpretive Center Amphitheater.
A moderate, one-hour Indian
culture hike on the l)tonefort
Nature Trail will begin lll2 p.m.
~day at the trail entrance
Sign.

~QUASAR.,
SAUS & SERVICE

Antennas
Sold & Installed

687-3641
-....,.....,o
T
"- Bob Doerr Y ~
<fN.l41h

The American Tap
presents

Happy Hour 7 Days a TNeek
25~ Drafts 70~

Speed rails
$1.50 Pitchers

RED LIPS
JoinusSat.morningfor
KISS MY BLUES AWAY ~a rtoon CIub
Pitchers of
Screwdrivers &
Bloody Mary's for

Mosterchorge

$3.00 (11:30-1:30)

COUNTY SEAT
Crab Legs $12.95
~me-nut

-·

All You Can Eat!

I

during yaur favorite cartoons

Saturday
~~ight Live
Every Sun.-Wed.

Win $50.00

Cash

-,~~~~W~~·~~~~·u·-~----~~~~~~~~~~~m'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~,~.~..~•
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. k.•ng arrests Increase
.
1i D r1n
~

J in spite of no added patrols
i
CContinuM from Page 16>
I advice from Betsy Streeter

I

SIU's student attorney.
·
Streeter said she has :.een a
large increase in the number of
students seeking help in these
:lreas since January, and even
since school reopened in the
fall.
"I'd say I've seen about four
or five a week since January,
when I used 10 see mavbe 10 a
semester," Streeter said. "But 1
IJave also noticed a rise sino:e
last fall in what 1 would ce11l
alcohol-related offenses. and
not just underage drinking "
she added.
'
Streeter said she's not sure if
the increase in the number of
arrests is really due to police
crackdowns, or whether it's
b~cause
more
~otential
VlOlators are now mvolved.
AI~ sht; hasn't bee~ able to
deterr~une if tht pollee are
crackmg d~ more, she satd
she has r::~~ced that some
judges are. (Circuit judges
rotate amOI'IIl thfo .nunicipal
·
courts.>
"While some judges still look
on it lunderage drinking> as a
petty offense, I have noticed
some have been handing down
very high fines, particularly
when someone is charged with
loaning and presenting a false
!.D.,'' she said.
Hvwever, Streeter said the
"basic acts of underage acceptance" have still been

resulting in minor fines. She
said she considers a high fine
anythng more than sz-; plus SlO
court costs. .
Streeter satd the three underage offenses~onsumptton.
acceptance, possesston-:-whtch
seem hard to clearly dtstmgutsh
from one another, fall under the
same sta!ute
"It just depends on how the
police officer writes the ticket. I
would look at them all as falling
under the same statute and I
don't think I've ever seen a case
where someone has gotten a
ticket for all three in the same
incident,'' she said.
Individuals who plead r.ot
guilty at the intitial court trial
must appear before a circuit
judge at a bench trial.
"If you plead not guilty at the
trial the officer will explain the
situation and the defendant has
a chance to explain, also."
Byrnes said.
~tt;ve SJ?Omer, resident circw~ judge tn Alexan~r County,
the bench trials here on
Th~ys and Fridays. He said
tha~ whtle he,does not hear the
trutial rleas 'where I. ass~me
most o ~em plea~ guilty. ~e
has noticed an t~rease tn
revJews

underage possess_10n cases
broug'lt to ben"h trials.
"There used to be about two a
week and llf'W mavbe we'll have
four five or everi six a week "
he ~d.
'

Funding deadline extended
for city's con~·ention center

Tonight & Sat·urday
Direct form Chicago

1NE

ot-J

PHONES
Happy Hour Fri & Sat 3-8 pm in
Game Room & Beer Garden

25• Drafts

$1.50 Pitchers

This is the second extension
allowed by HUD for meeting the
sian writer
The city of Carbondale and grant's requirements. The first
Stan Hoye and Associates have extension, for 120 days. was
been given a second chance to given in November, 1979 to
meet the requirements for a arrange the financial backing
federal grant that wiU partially for the center.
finance the proposed do\\'ntown
Steven Scheinberg, of Matconvention center and hotel
thews and Wright. the bond
complex.
underwriter
for the center, said
City Manager Carroll Fry
returned from Washington D.-c. the delay was caused by difficulties
encountered
in apWednesday after l. llting with
Housing and Urba· o Develop- praising the land that the city
needs
for
the
center.
He
ment officials concerning said attorney'! handling also
the
problems the city and Hoye and financing for the parking
Assocites have encountered in garage
were late in drafting the
financing and acquiring land for necessary documents.
the proposed center.
Tt.e city and Hoye were given
Fry sa;d the city was putting
a 60-day extension to meet the the fmishing touches on the
April 15 deadline requirements bond sale that will help finance
for the Urban Development the center. but the financing of
Action Grant which the city was· the parking garage must be reawarded in November, tm.
wonted.
Rv Mary Harmon
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GUESS WHO'S PAYING
THE HIGHEST RATE
ON OUR
REGULAR SAVINGS?
Save where it's worthwhile with
payroll deductions at your Credit Union
CALLYOUR

sIu

EMPLOYEES

CRLDIT UNION
1217W.MalnSt.
:-erbontlale, lltlnols6M1
U7-3Sts

uns YAMAHA DT2SOB Enduro.
many new parts, excellent con·
dition. $450. 54t-3911.
5029Acll6

'Daily Fgyptian
The DAily Egyptian cannot be
responsiblo• for more than OllE' day's

'77 YAMAHA 400 Enduro. Excellent condition. S825. Call 54~
0114!5 after 9pm. 549-5826 alter 5pm.
5158Acl38

1nc:orrect •nsen1on. ~rfv'!rtisers are
respons1ble for rhecking their
advertisement for errors. l!:rrors not
the fault ol the advertiser which
lessen
the
value
of
the
advertisement w;u be adjusted. If
your ad appeal'!' incorrecUy. or if

Real Estate
BY OWNER- M'VRPHYSBORO s4 bedrooms 2 baths, walk-out
basement, rtvlna roo:!~ atudy,

..c::-3.

~ft'... ~~:e~~~:n~~roour a:aoC:u ~

~=-r:~ :::~
central air. 10 minutes

~anceUation

in the next da,Y'll issue.
ClllulfW lafermatloll Rat"
m~u~al -:-sl,o cents per word
Two oa,.s-9 ~ents per word. per

1

froni

=~te.m~=37~~~
O~NER. 3
~tif:ll CGr'Df't

dafhree or Four Days-8 cents per

BY

bedroom bouae.
lot. Near camp.a

,..~e~rudaJire Days-7 cents per ~.:.:=~~.~-~~~
SIOIAd\38
w~ \:'ruW.i.eteen Days-6 cents 142-31110.

Mobile Homes

per Wl>rd, i"'t day.
w~~~ o~~ore Days-5,.. 'Its per

.,._.mmpubzr
Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
Business
•Home and Personal
Uses
Come in for a free den-?n5

1tK Apple II S119S
a&JNOIS CXJMIIUI'aMMI
~ales•rental•leasl. .

..... ,29-..,..

11MW.MAIH
~

~f:fi,~~o:'~!Ae&~l

~lllimum

m::~e~orw~!~~l'il~~h~~ft~!~~~~

4

Fb~~~~ ~:~~~~~.~ ~~

the rate apPlicable for the number of
1nsert1011s 1t appears. There w11l also
be an addoho'lal charge o( SUlO to
~ver ~~ cost of the necessary

Dished,

FOR

clean, nice interior.

12x60. 15 MINUTES FROM SIU.

:~w w~oo~!a·uMC::fec~':::2~

after 7:00.

4463Ael47C

10 x 40 TRAILER - FURNISHED - 1
Must be mo~ S2SIO. Call Ste~ at
54&-3447 befon 10:30 ll.m. or after 6
p.m.
44e5Ael37

SALl

Automotht. .

.,.,:

5090Ae13S

37

muat seU. Ken, 536-1142 ai~ ·

~:iitf:r ~l~!!i ~x~~V:J
keys. Must sell! 833-~3~:. after

Sl21A"139 '--.;;2;.;5.;;0..;So;.;;;·;..;L;;e;;;.w~l;;;.s.;;L;;a;.;.n;,;e:;....a~
1

APPLAUSE 8 STRING GUITAR
Molded fiber&lasa body, spruce

~ ~C:U:!:~~tri.'~:!-:'r!~

COD·

~.~~~~:on!~Hs2s.3oo. .f1~~ t~~

OUR APARTMENTS HAVE been
taken but have excellent mobile
bome1 and rooms for students. See
ads under Murdale Mobile Homes
and Rooms. Call457·7352 or 54&7039.
84471Bai48C

~·.:afo~abg~~~~~~rc~ns::~~~:

CARBONDALE. NEAR CAMPUS.
2 bedroom apt. S240. Quiet. Mature
~~!:~~~e only. 457~Ja~

~t!~i:;,o~th.ou~~~~

37'10Ail38

STERE
REPAIR

Case. S260. New. $150.t. Audio0

homegrown slanted front style
bass reflex speaker cabinet$ with

S25.00. Kevin, 549-C'Tl.

luxury apartment, Giant City
Blacktop, buill-in kitchen at·

FOR RE'NT

Apartments

SOPHOMOitl APPitOYID

I

DOa or Carla at 52&-ls-14 or 54~3324.
5l~el44

=~~~·~~~

Miscellaneous
I .-.....L-oolc~""!l-ng~for~-t""!!h-.---l

CAR-

Unique?

BONDALE. 1971 AM-FM radio !
eng.ne and mterior in good con:
~~1on. body needs some touch-up. 1
45,~.
5024Aal36 •

vo·so"t

tn A G A

nLDS Cl"TLA:>:. !lROl:GHAM .
1976. AM-FM ster~. ~track. t;lt'
cruise. power \lilndow~. a1r. 29.o00
m1les. must sell 6!H· 6221 or 687·
1895.
B5046Aai35C

~~~;~II

~er.

Contact

~inned,

Mu•eum one! Gih Shop
N. · - H e l l M-F lle.lll.-4 p.m.

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELECTRICS.. new and used. lrw1n
Typewriter Exchange, 1101 Sortb

AC. 2 tone

~~~:.:~~.peJ.f~~~~F

.runsg~35

11'>~~~ ~:1~\;;,! ;::~~·~

KARCO
Karsten Auto Recyclln8
Corp.

Cfues. and classical recordfZA:
tapes in fine condition. 404 5.
llhnotS Ave., 549-5423. 4403All54t:

Guaranteed
Recycled Auto Parts

Bl"Y AND SELL used furniture

~3tfi~e;7~tlerWe~~~:::

Foreign • Domestic
Free Ports locating • 5 States
N. New Era Rood Carbondale
45~ 0421
457-6319

SWEDISH, ILLINOIS COli>·
NECTION, Triette Video shows. 8

W-i.
~~~~indc~;:~~i ~·
A!'tt·FM cassette stereo. In ex:

WATERBEDS ·complete King or
t~nL c:.ii'~~:4sl~. plua
5103Afl53

~:l.~it:O~ :rn~r ~~5o

:hlea~~~~~k~ =~~~

BENING PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

~fCYCU

205 E. Main, Carbondale

1-t. .te Sftoppi"V t.ftter
,.... w.l

Tub.s

All~~~~_,

-

--!'il~ge7~7a~~':?rer1rv
!il7lt\al38

I

Good condition or
needing repair .

AuclloHospJtal

1~.

or6 k

"78 YAMAHA DT175. excellent
condition. stret>t Jetral, great iD the
dirt: :O.I!'W knobby and accessories.
S650.00. 46J-411R2.

'

CASH
The Music Box
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· v:

JO<o'eod

'holnur

i~O!te

P~' 0 , , ,

Coli

310 '1/V
10B W

2 ..

0<

4~7 ~1)4

54.,·5612

from trotn 1.fohonf

GlennWIInc.n. .......
510 So. University
457-7Ml
SUBLET FOR St'MMER 2
bedroom luxury apl. ~montb.
~~~'r-ed. 3 miles from~=
HOUSES-APARTMENTS: 1. 2. 3
bedroom. DO pets. fiay b/.
~-ester. you pav uti~~s!~~

for

NICE

d ' '

WaU. 313 E. Freeman, 45i·7263.
85072Bal35

FREEMAN VALLE
APTS.
SCM' W. Freeman

Sprang Tune-up$15 9S
C.xnplelot Ower haul $2S. 95
Coli tor deto.ls
•.oolung tor a a~yde.,
fll•'!l-1-t, ... ,Qfym1p1< J2
n the M~t tn •h

CofT"eo

0'"'

ONE BEDROOM. fur·

rushed, air. you pay uti!itles. 509 S.

Now Renting for Summer
& Fall
•
•
•
•

S

](}Q

• Carports
2 Bdrms
• Furnished
1·, baths
Deluxe Apts
'-, blocks from caMpus

Phone: 549-4450 After 6
APARTMENTS
00

<I01oi

'"and {..,t..•c• ,, o..,•t

MURPHYSBORO, ONE OR two
bedrooml unfurni_shed. Mature

NOW AtNTING FOA
SUMMEH:
SIU Ol>PtOYe<t'lar

~~:..~ y, no cbildre~~

oophomor" and up
eof\.lr•ng

CYCLE:S
Lowest Prices in Town
Con1pare & Save
Everyday Tire Price:

'llx 1'1• IRC Gum 851b. SS. 95
Everyday Pump Price:
Zefal HP Airpump $12.95

Schwinn World Sport 10spd

We now buy and sell new &
used albums at

·,ocr<K~

prttE"

:! OR 3 BEDio.JOM for swnmer or

~t[o~-~- utiliti~~a~JS

EHa<oen<•"· 2 8 3 bd
Split level opts.
Swimmtng pool
·'"' cond•••oning
Walllo Wall carpet.ng
Fully furn•shed
(obi• TV .-v•c•

LEWIS PARK APARTMENT 4bedroom, IIUblease for Summer

~l~~~~m

$159.95
Shop with the S.I.U. Team
Sponsors. Where the
Staff are Cyclists.
He Sa. Illinois

549-3611

Pidt's

~~J~iit

Mo.nt~nc:• ser.., 1 c~

Charcoal gr~Hs
ANOVH
IIERV CLOSE TOCAMPU>
For •nfMmahon stop bt

The Wall Street Quads
1207 S. Wall
or call

457-4123
OFFICE HCURS:
Mon-Thur-Fri 9 to Som

$139.95

INlO

.....k.~

"h

Ontt

Low-t Prices In Town
Compare And Savel

ALBUMS

126 S. Illinois

oph

!dO

29

'--...;;·---;;;;.;-.;:;.;-~.;;·•::"=_.:::-__~ I Everyda·, Bilr'! Price:
NOW YOU CAN TURN
Raleigh Rapide 1Ospd

~~~~ ~~~~'&.~~
536-5531
5148Aal36

Motorcycles

M ....tS

bdr '"

3 8 x6·$5.9S
7, 16' • 6S6.9S
(,fOdei!Aound K&tyl 513 9S
Zefal HP A"pvmp S I 3 'IS

NIX

H

t

rw~ht.>d

F•t""Pn~on

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
ccwmpus. No pets.

Ancroft(oble& t.CKk

s

5136Aal37

We buy used stereo equ;pn.nt

We ol-.o hovt> o lamtted numb•r of fur

Cuilt.•gp

Nowta ng
Summer & Fall
Contracts

W1th An"er•{On

alter 5:30. 1-542-

'75 FORO GRANADA Ghia interior &: exterior in excellent
condition. many extras. $2100~ can
457-5650.
srr.:Aat37
!>IGBh CARBONDALE~.

1

llalv•S2.2S

=. ~~!~
~A~ins!~i~n
cau

-· .1970 MUSTANG &-cylinder.
automatic, red. needs minor
repairs, S30fJ fiJ'IJl, 457-Q41.
,.
5047Aal35

457-2134

cuponly

'"• & Tube Spe<ool•
27xl' • OfM Gum SS ~
27xl • Block Wall k 75
27xl' • lAC Goum SS.Ib 56 ~5
27•1 .. Ni•<hehtt gum SO 9)
27wl I 8 100 lb GumS~ '>S
27•1 • q(,Jb Cwtle P1 0 C.um S8 95

FM. $225.

and body.
4:181.

on

Bicycles

MUST SELL: NEW twin bed. llled
dresser. CaU alter 5: oo. 549-0600.
5102All39

=-~~~~Sa~
~?""PB~~:
54~4.
Sl42Aall6

..,.. ...,.

premises or coli

~~:!'. se~:furrJ::d. t~~

rw·

1968T-B:RD.

partmenta

Boyles 401 E. Colt~ 549-1719
Bloir 405 E. College 549-3076
logon 511 S. Logon 457-7403

10ll55 1 BEDROOM,

~:::~:~· ca~~J':S~Ie r:l:/enc e&
~uired. For appoin:~:J

Summer and toll
lose tc campus & shopping
urnished.
carpeted.
A.C.
oter and trcnh pick-up turn.

'71 MONTE CARLO - Black, exceUent C'CIIIdit:'lll,
J)b. AM-FM

VAN

.

Pets & Supplies.

76 ~ Cheve1te 4spd. 4cyl

• VOLKSWAGON

·

{across from the train station)

~'?~ P~~mouth Voliont p.s. p.b

Sft-2141

5149Anl35

2 Bl! OROOM, FURNISHED. AC,

Aucllo Hospital S4t-M95

~Reqo 2dr. p.s. p.b.
AIC AMIFM Sterao
76 Olds Cutlass 2dr. p.s. p.b.
AIC AMIFM Stereo
76Chevv Monte Corio 2dr. p.s.
p.b. AIC AMIFM Stereo

C' ....
s8n41

NO PETS
Now taking applications for
Summer and Foil. Oider Students
preferred. References !lnd deposot required.

51.29An137
GIBSON 12-STRING. case of

&pD.

Efficiency

1..........

$192
$210

Furni$heo. A.C. swimm•ng pool.
tennis court. bosklltboll lOurt.
grill and picnic oreo. cable
hook-up

r;.~:~e~L~ ~~~8!~,:~~~-

55-1789.

'71 ELCONDA MOBILE Home

:.="c.~2S5~~~~ •

We poy cash lor ~:sed
guitar. ond amplifiers
The Music Box
126 S. Illinois Mt-st12

Fall
$160
$170

STEREO
EQUIPMENT:
DISCOUNTS on over 40 name
brands. Free set up service.

Muat seU. Tee, 549-3581. 4251Ae141

~1f1ed ad•·ertl!llng must bt>
pa1d 10 ad•·ant·e t'Xcept for thost'
11ccounts IA'ith t'stahhslied credit.

.

v~

Summer
S1SO
Small ::ffocoency
$160
Lorge Ellicoency
Smo111 Bdrm
woll'l Mino Kotcl'len $175
Lorge 1 Bdrm
$19()

$$

:u'rofin:':·.:r= !'e'UrltiJ:

lllxM, 2 BEDROOM, A-C. pa beat.

15 Word

DUNN APARTMENTS

~UBLEASE

FOR SUMMER

- 2

Now Taking Contracts
For Summer & Fall
Semesters
Apartments
Efficiency
Apts.
1 Bdrm
2 Bdom
2 Bdrm
10x50
12x50.
12x52
12x60

Foil
Summer
$135
$95
$11!0
$125
S2SO
$180
Mobile Homes
$110
sao
$125
$90
$130
595
$160
$1 10

~~;.':e~c~m"~\

4361Ball6

All location, are furnis'"led.
A.C. · Some Utilities Furnoshed

NICELY FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom. carpet, air. water,

ROYAL RENTALS

or 54&-6709.

:W=.. rates, Do pets~~

No Pets

457-4421

Houses

Top Carbondale Locations
l bdrm furn opt 2 bdrm lurn opt
2 bdrm lurn hou~t> J bdrm lurn
h.Juse. _. bdrm furn hou~e. lease
starts June lsi
Absolute 1 nc p<>ts
call: N4-4l45
ATTE:-ITIOS ~fED STIJDENTS
coming to Springfield. ILL !liice 2

:::r~~'r ~~~t~~,a7a~~ ~~

srs

students. C:a:7:eted. AC. Jaund:J
SI'<"Uri!y
em,~arkin~. Ca I
Tanya at 12 7l 786- 9tior <2 7l 5293670.
5079Ba ISJC
I BLOCK FROM Campus: Like
new 3-bedroom
&(lartment.

~~~~~i!c~.u~"Ji[7 la~~~fa';;

Carbondale Discount
Housing

684-4145
CARBONDALE HOUSING. 2bedroom furnished house, with
carport, available immediately, 2
miles west of Carbondale Ramada
Inn on Old Route 13 W. Call 6844145
B4140Bbi37C

Garden Parle Acres 'Pts.

OUR HOl'SES HAVE been taken
but have excellent mobile homes
and rooms for students. See ads
under Murdale Mobile Homes and
Rooms. Call45i-7352or:.-19-7039
B-H72BbH8C

549-2835
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER: 3
~ooms. availat-le ~-lay 17. cell
H9-4944 or :.49-2J04
508988136
CARBONDALE. SEAR CAMPUS.
2 bedroom apt. $240. Quiet. Mature
~~:r:~~·e oruy. 457-:JrJs~

---

TOP
CARBO!\! PALE
LOCATTOSS, I bedroom furnished
apartment. 2 broroom furnished
apartment, 2 bedroom furnished
hOuse. 3 bedroom furnished house.
4 bedroom furrushed house, lea!>e

~~~rts~~lst, absolute1~ 1~~s3

-·

529- 1082

137

~~'J~~~I·b~1hM~. =~r~

4 BEDROOM HOUSE to sublease
over summer. Fall option. Washer,
dryer. central air, carpeti~ mce
bacltyard. CAI1457-4042. 5176 b138

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS.
furnished.
utilities ~ immediate oc~ncy,
roads, R~u1:s:i':i'6

I

318 CRESTVIEW, 3 bedroom.
mumodmerenr.tola!~veeyorardf~'lm,auvsatilreabnlet
'"' fo
Mayl&.~month Call457-4334.
BS192Bbl40

S

Mobile Homes

SC9-6880

FREE IJUS

GREAT VICTORIAN HOUSE. 6
betirooms, 2 baths, washer. dryer.
dishwasher. Privacy. no hassle.

7 RUNS OAIL y

~~~- ~~~e~le.~~~:ac~

It. 51 North

5101Bbl35

549-3000

4 BEDROOM HOUSE to sublease
for summer. Near campus.
Screened porch. AC. 529-~Bbl3&

~~\e~c?m:~.l:~~
3
f~!·ti~~i~=i~~~-- J:~Y~~

Villa~e - East College St. Range

~~f~:!~·!:~:i.n~";:

6987.

B4211Bc:l39C

~~~· new shag ca~a'~ff5

701 ~th Rawlings. :.49-3821 aftrr
spm.
5158Bal39

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER. Nice.
clean 3 bedroom house. furnished,
fully carpeted, AC, 5275 month,
negotiable. 453-3828 or 4~~bll7

~;tm-:n~cA:icra~i:=~a:~':.

GEORGETOWN APTS
A lovely pln-:e to love..
2 3 or 4 people
clroom turn. unfurn opts.
!.-,, summer & foil
"Special Summer Rates
limrted Number-Sogn up now'
Display open 11·6 dally
East Grand & Lewis Lane
529-2585

covs

684-355S

Evenings. Sunrlovs

I KNOLLCREST

R~NTALS

1

,

j

Rooms

Murdale Mobile Homes /

...

2 bdrms, southwest residentool. ,'

I

PRIVATE ROOMS
2 miles to campus on coty streets. •
in Apartments for 5tuve"''
little traffic. Anchore: under- i' You hove o Private Roorr and
skirted. insulated. Furn1shed. City
I key~ u~e kotchen focdot•e' etc
facilities, Very competltove. Avoi~ 1 woth others on Apartment U!li
able now & June I. Call 457 · 7352 :
or549-7039
ities oncluded. Very near compu:
very competotove 010olable no""

L.F--SI_LE_S_\\-.E--th-h-1

I ~~~1";5~~7352 or 549-7039

I bil)~l55 ~month. J~-~~ L----------~JftiooJ.u~h::Ju3e'!d wa~!~:
~~!:~. Ja~1,~:1~tt:a~~!; ,;'erVo
pets. :.-~9-66

12

King's Inn lolotel.

i

ROvMMATES :"'EEDED: NICE

2

or :.-c9-~ 5os&Bclsoc

NICE 2 BEDROOM furnished

~~?dL~eJ'v";ceo\Ls~sl:~l~!~ ::~~
54~;nBdi44C

II

Roommates

~~:;/~ubi:~ f:?s~!~.~~ ! ~:~~~~i:gl:.~~-~=~::
tior.. Call after 5. 457-;;9945o59Bcl3S 1

1 SHARE APT. WITH I. Private
DESOTO. 10x50 mobile home. i Bedroom. Pantry. shower, furCarpet, washer, couple only, no i nished,
laundry.
Car
not
pets. 867-2643.
B5095Bcl36
A~Y~,~\ta~'f: :a~3i~ntb1y.
SMALL ONE BEDROOM Trailer, f
5009Bel36

1

[ FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

tals, :.49-2533.
B5093Bcl351 ~~~ism~~-r~~~~~~~~~~
2 & 3 BEDROOM mobile homes,
honest. studious. and a ~rtier.
=~~::.Jfa'U:~~~ now for Call Cindy. :.-19-1509.
+165Bel35

LARGE 3 BEDROOM bouse, close
to campus. super nice. just
remodeled,
&vailable
immediately. Also trailer. excellent

FURNISHED

ROOM

:trtv~~0lt1}~n~ur~,~ITi {~Is~o

$70 ard up
. 8' & 10' wide
!
conditioned. Includes
water. \ carpet and AC. garden spot
trash and maintenance. 3 miles I 5 miles west on Old 13
::.~ew 13. Nc pet~:Ws-rc1 ~ 1
687-3790 687- 1588

~T~.~-Ja~~e i~~r:nmre!

1 BF.DROOM APT. • Sublease for
summer option fall--spring, Clean,

THREE

St:M~ER

clean.
mobile
walk to
mmute

FaD-Spring rentals available. 52':'1910
B51!1iBci:.IC

i

FALL. CLOSE TO Campus. 1-4
bedroom furnished, 12 month

~~;;m 1no pets, :.-19-~~~JK~

5

ENJOY THE Sli'N In
modern. 2 or 3 bedroom
homes. Only a 10 mtnute
Crab Orchard Lake. 10

gas,

HOUSE SUMMER SUBLEASE.
Behind Rec Center, 3 bedrooms.
SlOB per ,__, furnished. AC, &
carpeted, 4$3-SOSl or S49-=Bbl381

ie!~ ~:i.f:.' a month85~~J":~il

;~ camp1111. Call after ~~!':~

AVAILABLE NOW:

~~:n w~f:~~:;~~ 0kitc~~
I and
bath.
furnished.
air-

I

OSE BEDROOM APARTMENT •
6 blocks from campus Hot & cold

~~~tex~~~~e1!:"fri~~~-~1~

I

MODERN. CLEAN, LARGE, 3
bedroom. t,., mile west of Murdale.
central AC. furnished. $360 a
month. 457-5397.
BS183Bbl35l

3 BEDROOM ON E. Walnut.
Furnished. Rent Summer & Fall.
$200 & $310 684-3555. B5069B b 150C

AVAILABLE MAY 15 for summer
onlv Close to SIU '\o pets
Summer rates. Cali 457-2874
B5180Bcl44

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER, 2
bedroom. furnished. air conditioned. mobile home near
campus on East Park Street, Sl95
per month. call453-3185. 5048Bcl40

1

51'>3Bcl43

' .~~a ~~~~~~s allowe~5 t;,r~[~

$80

CHUCKS RENTALS
549-3374

i ~~f~~~cluded. ss~1 :,~~~'is

~~[hlv~ ;~~::7~tud":J~~·:~

conditJoo. call :.19-7152

2 BEDRUO~ ~OBILE Homes,
countrv setting. apprOJomately 3
miles (rom campus. Sl40 summer.

12ft wide
$125
Hove deposits ready

~.J~~'t![~~-ery51~~~~i-7

Sl'MMEH

anything to you
$70

lOft wide

LARGE 6 BEDROOM. 2 bath,
fireplace. washer. d.r)er, must
rent summer to have for fall, water

';JI7Bcl45

FOR

if mo11ey means
8ft wide

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS TWO
bedroom house for summer. Two

1

fALL PRIVATE COL':"'TRY
Set tin@~ 12x60. 2 bedroom. furrushed. house Insulation. 12 month
lease, no pets 549-4808 '4pm8:30pm'
B5156Bcl39

RE~~TWAR

lease starts
145. B5113Bb1SJ

SUPt:RNICE HOUSE. Sublease

I

:.49-20-10.

mer rate :.-19-6709
Sl'BLEASE

~:~~;;~~- !~;~~~~cl~

dryer, dishwasher. 20 minutes to
campus. ~:1856. 529- 29 ~i39Bb135

close to campus.
Call between 4:00 and

AVAILABLE MAY 28 • 2 bedroom
apartment. carpet antJ panele~
AC. located 1o, miles west O:ll
campus. $240 month m sumrr.er,
$26S month in fall. Caii5~~~Ja

~t'h::~:c:e7I~i ~~~w;~~eas~:

AVAILABLE :"OW- 2 BEDROO~
beautiful trailer. One mtle
fromcampus. 12x60 $130 month.
sun,mer. :.49-3478.
4380Bcl35

at.solut~y n~~·

3 and 4 bedroom houses

549-t-SBO

f!.T~~~~:eS:i. ~~~~~c 11e
-

~~ 0w~ll toMw~hca~!· ~~~~~:

June 1St, call

SICE 1, 2. or 3 bedroom, air,
~ning summer. no ~~s~J9 i

5:00pm.
529-1012

.a17

Sl'MMER & FALL. 2 bedroom I

STUDENT RENTALS
FOR FALL

close to campus
starting Fall.
Cr~ll between 4-Sp.m.

1

REALLY NICE 3 bedroom fur·
nished house. It,., baths, central

~127Bal3i

1 and 2 bedroom apt.

TRAILERS

S l 00-S 180 per month
Summer and Fall
CHUCK RE~TALS
(n;ne month contracts
available)
549-3374
•1980 New I & 2 Bedrooms
•Nocely Furnished & Carpeted
EXTHA !'ICE 12x60 mo'lllt<
•Energysovong(noC.I.P 5. 1
homes, summer and faiL T<N-n &
•Laundromat Fo~ilotoes
Country park. Call :.19-5~~~; 5C
•Nice Quoet & Clean Settmg
-•Near Compu~
CARBO:'-<DALE. 2 BEDROOM
For more ontormotoon or oppoml
~~~h~d fur1~i~h;d. 1~~-Iet g:~g~~
rnent to see
preferred 457
35143Bcfa5
Phone: 4S7-52ft6
University Heights
1 and 2 bedroom trollers
Mobile Home Est.
from $100 to $185 a month.
Warren Rd. (Just off E. Pari. St.)
• Also some country location i plus utilities. In various
locations. 529-1436
anct Mouses available. Sorry
No Pets Acceated.
from 9arn-3pm.
2 AND 3 BEDROOMS on Warrtn
TWO BUKKS !'RUM Campu~
Rd. 12 & 14 Wide, Furnished,
Spacious 12x60 two bedroom
1
Sublet summer - Fall opti'ln

Foli

·57-4334

GHEENBRIAR WEST APART~fE;<.;TS. Furnished efficiency ,
apartment. Available Mav 20.
2 BEDROOM, NEAR cam\f:. by
located 1 mile west of city. su!s per
I.V.'s, ~r month. Cal after
6pm, I
14.
85070Bbl35
month. Call 529-1801.
5118Bal3i
Sl'BLEASE FOR Sl'MMER- 2
bedroom Lewis Park Apartment.
Available June 1. 53&-178~.

Contracts
Now Available

Call betw-n 10 and 11 am

Lu><ury 3 bdrm furn house. 2 bth
central aor wall to wall corpeton g
carport. absolutely no pels. lease
Storts June 1st. 2 mo west of
Cdole Ramada Inn on Rt. 13 West.
call t;94 4145.
Really niCe 3 bdrm turn house
on top Murphysboro location.
wall to wall carpel. central aor.
garage patio 1', baths absolutely nc pets. lease starts
June I st. Call: c.M-4145

TWO STORY HOUSE. 8 rooms.
1837 Walnut Stil Murphysboro.
~=th. Ca after ~BC&9

~\ental

I 2513 Old W. 13
$250 $32~
pbdrn-. furn. water
garbage & heat incl.
Duplex Unit2
2. 400 Willow 3bdrm $350 $395
modern
3. 303 Btrch lone 3bdrm
2 both Coll457-_.036 $350 $-4'20
to see
4 251301dW. 133bdrm
furn. water, garbage $325 $39'
& heat oncluded
5. 313 Birch Lone
$350 S42C
3bdrm2 both
6. 1182 E. Walnut 5bdrm
water & garbage incl. $450 $49~
7. 2513 Old W. 13 2bdrm
water & garbage ind $225 $250
8. 312 Crestview
$350 $395
3bdrm modern

Good summer roles. 2 miles
West of Carbondale s Ramada Inn
on Old Rt. 13 West. coli

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER • six
bedroom house CI08e to campus
and town AC, !our bathrooms, 6-175
month, :.-I!Hl316.
4431Bbl3i

Summer

Locohnn

One bdrm lurn opt
Two bdrm lurn. opt
Two bdrm fum. house with carport
Three bdrm furn. house ""''h
carport

REDUCED RATE ON 4 bedroom
Lewis Park apartment, available
~~ease for summer ~B~Ii\

Apts. available for summer
2 bdrm. furnished,
li.. C.. swimming pool.
For information call

HOUSES FOR RENT I
Must Rent summer to!
Obtain Fall Housing

B5077Bc141

MALIBU VILLAGE

1s now taking summer & loll
contracts.
9 month & I year lease
1000 E. Park & So. 51
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM house
•near campus
for 3 or 4 students. 2 ~iles from
•A. c
•maintenance servrce any houf
~~~~i~'ts~J~~~2 !·r~~
live.
5124Bbl35 1 •trash. ~ewer
•close to food & 1aundromat
3 BEDROOM HOUSE · Summer
•natural go'S (So. only)
Summer roles
lCth month rent free with o
I year lease (So. only)
. Sorry no pets.
For further Info call:

I

~~=n.&'!T~o;;~~f~~~~~

457-1313
.. ! I '

~~i~SeMes
SUPER SUMMER
SELECTION
RENT NOW FOR BEST
SELECTION
I. 2. and 3 bdrm mobile home~
for summer & foil. All oirconaitioned. 3 great locations. Southern Pork, M.:Jiibu Village. East
College Street. Range $90-$260
oer month. Phone now.
Woodruff Services
549-7653. 549-6987

Open Sat

SUMMER ONL'i: 2 roommates
needed. bouse on Bevridge Street.
Call 529-H78.
:i033Bel35
TWO ROOMMATES WANTED
FOR brand new furnished 3

~o:J. ~f Z. :a:e~~d

1

~t:r653~J~t!e;.~~~-

5064Bel35

FOR FALL & SPRING •

Ow~

~~~~~it. M~t ~c:J!n~~~~
mature.

Com~tive

rent. A.C.,

Ciit!:~~~~~r~R~~~
MALE NEFDED FOR Summer. :!
bedroom 12x60 on South 51
Laundry 2 minutes from trailer.
S7!>-month plus '-2 utilities. Mitt>
after llpm- ~3106Bel36
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
fall. 3 bedroom house nice neigh-

borhood. AC, nice yard. S:~=ils

NEED 2 ROOMMATES for semi·

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED IMMEDIAT.ELY for not-for-profit
recycling operation. Work afllome
or at cen er in Murphysboro. 4576535 after 6:30pm.
5082C136

smokers or pets. 549-<8111- Bill
5074Bel41

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
for full and part time waitresses.
dishwashers. and kitchen help

NEED COUPLE TO share house
with one person. June 1. Pam :;.&96580.
5107Bel36

~~r!o~~~~:;~Y:~t~~~~~bi~~

3 GIRLS NEEDED to sublease

FEMALE BARTENDER OR
Waitress Wanted. Full or Part~m:i:J.IIQUire S.J. bB':~~b~g

pool. 45i-n88.

JOBS! CRUISESHIPS' tiAILING
!:_xpepedin·en·ti~ns. !GSaoodilingavCa.~-psm.meNro.

.

~w~sm~:r~y ax~~e:r~~efo

5126Bet.U

:-lEEDS 3 roommates
for summer. Please call 457-2580.
5137Bel36

illinois.

Box

PART TIME HANDYMAN for

~~

Pl

J.

.,..

~~~::m~~CA~85•

1

4289CJ43
studentMust
rentals 21).30
hours
per
_ _ _ _.....,_ _ _....,_ _
_ _ _ 1 week.
picltup
truck,
1

LAr~!~: rg. e:6~~~ll~\! i:
~ m•lt!s fro!"!. campus. Call
1

hav~:

MEDICAL SECRETARY

Chris:. Tues.-Fri., 8-llam. 4535351. 549-i94i.
5122Bel35

Murphysboro. lull timft. some
evenong hours reqwed Dulles
onclude medocol tronscroplton
bollong. potoent recore. trooning
end or experoence and med>col
tronscrophon requ~r ~- Salary
rang $7.500-$10.000. dependo· ;j

RO<>MMATES SEEDED FOR
sun!mer lease. Lewis Park. 4
bedrooms. furnished 12ll457~.
5t52Bel38
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to sublease for summer. $100
month Furnished. very close to
campus. 54~.
5154Be135

on5:~~'"i';;suC:: :;pe;~~~~;;

SUBLEASE foOR SUMMEP. 2

Shawnee
Heolr.,
Servoce
and
Develr>omenl
Corp.
103 So. Washington
Suite210
Carbondale, IL 62901

r::tl'&~o~;~~ Pl'r~ 1~~~

2 ROOMMATE

NEI!:DED f••r
summer. 1 to continue thru fall .~

:'o:~ ~o;';,er~~:

(618;457-3351

BetweenS:~6:00orilfter 11:00.

Sli4Bet39

~;!!~~~Ha~!~~1~s&~':~

ONE FEMALE. NON-SMOKER. 4
bedroom Lewis Park. S90 a month

on a temporary call-m basis, 2J
Hours customized to your
schedule, 3l T:& salary. For in·
formation, call
·217l~~+tc

6

st82Be137

REGISTERED NURSES. Immediate openiJ:WS foe indiYiduaJs
desiri!W to share their el!Jl!!rtise m
a modem bolspital tbal pndes itself

~OS~~~ a~~~·

Duplex

or!::: ::er:s

of nursing. ExceUent salary and

~~~b~:~ea~:c~:~ru~~1n ~:~~~:

BS156Cl39

pi:eflnu :'erbati nn.g 'and e _1 hetccatrrpeicna. ryl.
11 8
10
"
preferred. A~ly in person, Ca.--

BeUeVJlle, IlliDois 62221. 84405C146

CARBONDALE. BEAUTIFUL 2

~utz.w;n~~ ;:::~c::

FULL TIME REGISTERED
medical technician for a modern

H~;Jl~~ ~~u%~~ '11d;:~

Salary commensurate with ex·

~~~it':.nc~· AfJ~~~Ie~os~ne~~·b

Supervisor,

ManhaU Browning

r,~sJN.ahu~u~i~~tr~~'fn~~~~:~a~~~
Phone: 61&-542-2146. Ext. 326.

OPENINGS SIU-C

84333C146C

4198£139

lnsu~~e~~:Timel
call

interested, call Professor Gastoa
between 9 and 4 at S3IHi640.
B5065JI51l

-Y-ARDS--A-LE-._A_SSO_R_T-::-E-IJ POTS.
1
rt!~s. dfi:~:~iu:!~v~r::r:i·r :::
Carbondale

5186.1135

Females Like to Sing?
Openings available in
Sweet Adeline Barber Shop
Chorus. Weekly rehearsals
Tues. i:4S pm.lst Presb\Wrian
Church. C'~ale. Wel<.ome

.

AUCTIONS
& SALES

NEED INSURANCE? I want to

BIG YARD SALE: Nice clodles,
books. chairs, etc. Sat 4-19 & Sun 4Bri~e. carbondale.
5088Kl35

Ban£146

i.

Motorcycle Time?

5056Ji35

~i~c~';~nsceswi~tm ':t.:!~~

help y~..! with aU your iDsur1111c:e
needS. CaU Ten-y Goid. 457~.

BECOME A BARTENDER. :
Classes tau~t-~z~euiouls_ at
a Carbonda~J~l Cali the
~~n
ol Ba~~·~!f; j

~~le~~:.s!rJe~curate.

bondale, IL 62901.

606 S. Winois- Cubunhle
457-1732

SERVfCES
OFFERED

IBM

*~~~f·~·. c~~~ ok~~l ~O:J~"l:~~:

SIUC RESEARCHER WISHES to

Photocopying
Off5t't Copying
Offset Printing
Thesis Copies
Resumes
CArds
StAtionery
Spiral Bindings
Wedding InvitAtions

Graduate
Assostant
in
Lifestyling Program for Summer anci Fall Semesters. Musl
be a student in a reloted fi.-ld
with knowledge in nutrition.
excercise,
and
stress
management. plus a strang
commitment to positive health
and higt>-level wellness. Counseling and group leadeahop
skills also desired. Apply by
5, 2, 80 to Scott Vierke, Student
Wellness Resource Center.

T,ped~

CALL US
"e.c- We Cere"
Call Collect 314-"1-1505

Printing Plant

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT
Covone's. Apply after 4. 00, 312
South Illinois.
B5193Cl39

NEED A PAPER

c~~~

INTERESTED IN UFO'S? Write
"The Carbondale UFO Study

.,....----------'1! ~ii:ero ~·::a~~:J:~:l.

~~!~~Obi Homes85~~~~·

~~~~tC~:rr:
~:~~meD~D~r:
£~~~~~~ ~~------------~~~
Hospital, 211 S. 3rd Street,

VERY NICE 2 bedroom, near
campus,
air,
unfurnish...S,
~nninl summer, DO ~s~l.f

~~lopment-No

EXPERT CONVENTIONAL
REMODELING. Complete solar
design and construction. Sundesign Services. Inc. l-~i4&C

~'MiXl£': NE~ili£Ncft Ru;

ch:fAtJr~~g

DEPRESSION-MARRIAGESYOUTH
and
F'amtlyCohabita tiona!
Problem,Cot:nseling-Center for Human

.... 321-t..qt

~~J:if.!:~; :~~n ~~Ig~fti~~:
4334.

~;:l;T.ment-No

OrT!'IIf~

trical and furnace work and some

BEDSOILING

~~~~~~"t:ent~~u1~~~~..,~:~

NEED AIIORTJON
INFCHIMATION?
To help you through this experience w.a give you complete co .. nseling of any
duration before and otter
the procedure.

BSJ47C136

~=~~4-~a~~~n~~Ylc~f:~~~~~·.

~

4QI HESTER

~~rg!~t ~~~Af9~·n!'!ff) ~t

PRE-VETERINARY STUDENT.
SUMMER, part-lime, afternoo~
~~ea~oJ~~~r.~f!J~ ~t. Stneg
BS14eet38

BEDWETTI!'iG.

Free p!Clrup & dt!livery. Mon-Fri,
IG-3.
4377E 145

ChesiDut. Murphysboro. B5170Ct39

5073Bel35

5438or 457-5943. Woodriver Drive.
B-U46BfH7C

~J:nf!~~~!~~~f~:~~~~~:

DAY & NIGHT waitresses. night

~~~~~:h';l~"l:~(foJifoc!·t~~~:

~~t~il~.=e~J~II

TYPING · Term Pa~rs. Theses.
Dissertations,
Resumes.
Guaranteed no errors. Automated

~!~~~~de~!at A~~~a~~a~r,rsgr7

I GIRL NEEDED lor t"•tl. 3 to 1

549-3618.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

M~~ =~~: b~~- ~~~~
rsQ.
220 ~;. Illinois.
BSJ41C135

ROOMMATE - PRIVATE ROOM
Furm~hed. Good
Location Trees. Sunshine. SISO.
Kelly - Days 993-2183. nights 5492220 or 687·3893.
509JBel36
& entrance.

After 6pm 549-5946.

II

211,9-4. lll6 N.

PREGNANT?
call BIRTHRIGHT

YARD SALE. Satt.rdal' 4·19
CSunrlayiframl, Lots of Sttiff!! 608
N.Springer,9amtill ... 5184K135

Free pregnancy testing
& confodential assistance.
2· 7 :Jm Mon·Fri
9-1 Sat.
549-27M

MOVING SALE. EVERYTHING

must fo. FO<ll!lball table. !urniture.
~~~~·~r·J~:ttJ:

EXPERIENCED TYPIST FOR
any fast, accurate typi2. Self-

~n&lf~pus s~:.W.3:

FREEBIES

·'rofessionol Rocqvet sthnging

:NOilable. Tennis. ~tball etoc.
All strings from professional
through nylon. Customizing
monogram$. Discount racquets
also available. Call the
Strfn Comtectfon 54t-2SOI

ADORABLE SETTER MIX
"uppies. Look like Black Labs.
Free to good borne. 9116-4793 after 5.
5012111136

Terry Gold at
tU.~Insurance

635 E. Walnut

457-MM

ABORTION-FINEST MEDU.;Al.
care. Immediate appointmenta

~~~=:'::i=

Wantecl to Rent
MARRIED COUPLE

TYPING: Dta6ertatioas, Thesis &
Resumee. Automated equipment

NEEDS

:S~-i~=1!:~~~

..
50788g135

:,::k.
~'ll~~::~~VJ:.t~
3351.206 w. Col.lege. B42o1E140C

MoWle Home Lots

~~~~~ES. D~=fiEt~;Alr~re~

FREE
MOVE TO

.HOlliS

bckkground summ•r and- a< Fall.

a.:·::,,,'":;;:~~:"
,·-=~=•'a;;..-::;:
-and.,,..",
Rt. 51 North _::_~-good «>mrnumcot>ons .,...
m self·<ore.

549-3000

_..

Health Activation Program

--------------~----~~ Apply
S~tW~~~R~C~
by Apr. 28. to Janice Kula
453-3311
Rar!.cg:: ;~.1 ~m~ ·~~~:

.FREE
.
RENT FIRST month,
ff67 or 457-5749.

~L151C

HELP WANTED
COUNSELING COORDINATOR,
CARBONDALE. May 15 opening.
•., Admtmstrative~upervisory
!lilies, >,; direct service via Crisiil
Intervention It Cou113eling to
mixed student-community
clientele. Contact Jaa McCalla by

~~ ~ts~u:!~.or

at

~4o

EXPERIENCED

COCKTAIL

~~~~t}~fr·o~p~~Jr!:'en

Apply m per5(lll between 3 & BPM.
Oasis Disco, Ramada Inn, Car·
bondale.
BS114Cl37

RE.,EARCH ASSIST ANT FOR
Fall Semester. Graduate student
with strong healtb background and
knowledge and exper.ence with
computers for statistical analywis;
.-ill assist ID Prv(p"am EvaJuation
eUort. Contact M.ue Cohen.
Student Wellness Resoun:e Center
by April 25. 536-77G2.
5140CI37

• -Page 22. Daily Egyptian, April 18, I*

~= :1!!.'TP' Prin~7~~4~c

A-1 TV RENTAL
Color $25 monthly
Black & White$ J5 monthly
WE BUY TV's Working
or not worfclng 457-7009
COVER'S

WANTED
SALVAGE
Wrecked or Disable-d Cars
& Truc:ks
BaHeries • Radiators
Engines • Transmission'
•Best Prices Now-

0

KARSTEN AUTO

those Wild n' Craz~
Dance-a-thoners!
Good Times & Grea
lv1emories
"I love all you
M. F'ers"
''Janis Joplin"

RECYCLING CORP.
N. New Ero Rood Carbondale
457-0.21
457-6319

LOST

UPHOLSTERY.

~~~t~Jeteu~~l~eflt.ri~n:

MALE SEALPOINT SIAMESE

supplies available. Call 529-1052.
B4245El41C

cat lost in vicinity of Lewis Park.,

PHONE-ALARM-NEED a wake

up service? CaU 529-2Ui8. 4264El42

TYPING, EXPERIENCED IN
ALL formats. The Office, 608 W.
Main, 549-3512.
4265E142

Wear.ag b'ue collar. If found
contac! a 1ytime. 549--1735 •
Reward!
5016Gl35

GOLD BRACELET with Debbie
inscribed. Sentimental va:11e.
Reward. CAUDebbie,457-5128.
5131G135

Cat Haters of
SIU- Unite!

I
See Harry Waller
tonite at 9 pm in the
Old Main Room.

n
~'Middle Man' Boz Smggs halancesi---------------------------,
Swing into Spring
1 HAIR SHAPING •••• $7.50
rOCk ' f llDk ' COnt emp0rary R&B !
&
Beautiful Shampoo

By KarPD GuUo
Staff Writer
Boz Scaggs is a funky rock
and rhythm and blues middleof-the-roader. On his latest LP,
"Middle Man," he's the
cohesion betw~ a mixture of
hard rock, ftmk and contemporary R&R.
Scaggs' style strikes a
balance between the soft rock
sound of Paul McCartney and
the slick style of Robert
Palmer. Scaggs is always good
listening no matter what mood
you're in; "Middle Man"
contains a variety of R&B tunes
and romantic ballads, and there
are at least four good dancing
tunes on the albulD.
. -··.
"Middle Man" is ::omparable
to "Silk Degrees," Scaggs' most
successful album to date. Both
albums are strong coUections of
MDgS co-written bY Scaggs that
fit together like puzzle pieces.
He switches lDoods often on
"Middle Man," but his smooth,
yet swinging voice, which
remains the moat distinctive
element of his music, holds
everythi'"lg lolether.
Sea~· style bas'l'~!':fed
m!.ICb smce he started
·ng
ten years ago; he has always
riveted between hard rock and
contemporary rhythm and
blues. But afb!'t' the success of
"Silk i>eb'!'eeS" he simmered
down into a cod l'unk sound. His
last album, "r.>crwn Two, Tben
Left." didn't b..tVI! the charge of

I
I

~Music if'/
GRev1ewi•e,
"Silk Degrees," but the new LP
has more energy and diversity.
"Middle Man" contains a few
tunes that are more hard rock
than you'd expect from a Boz
Scaggs album. The hit sinllle
"Breakdown Ahead" is solid
and driving, ar.d "Jojo" is an
upbeat funk tune that borders
on a soul beat. The title song,
"Middle Man," is a tough hard·
liner with slick talk that hints of
bil:exuality.
Fortunately, "Middle Man"
contains only encJUtlb of the new
rock 'n' roll sound to keep it
from sounding too typical.
Other singt!l'~ters (like
Billy Joel, for mstanc:e) are
sacrificing thea original style
for the new sound, but Scaggs is
keepitur his own unique style

Program designed to help
families of akoholics cope
Rv Jim

Bona~tt

stud~na Writer

A program designed to help
families of alcoholics cope with
tensions created by drinking
will be offered by the Jackson
County Community Mental
Health Center this spring.
. The county's Alcoholism
Resource Center is offeri• a
Family Assistance Program
beginning Wednesday. The
program will c:oaeiat of a seveo-

=:t:.:.-wi~
family member.

=

Jerry Molumby, coordinator
of t.'le county·s Emergency and
Alcoholism Services, said there
are appnmimately 10 million
alcoholics, and that each
alcohnlie bas at least three
family members who are af·
fected either emotiooaJly or
ecooomicaUy by tbe penon's

~~ied

out that
most of tbe alcohol treatment

:w~ar:e~~

"We're tryin& to ~e that
somewbat by Workin8 With the
families
of
alcoholics,"
Molumby said. "In fact,
working with tbe famil is an
effective way to berp tbe
alcoholic."
There o a difft>-1-eoce between
the local program and
Alcoholics Anonymous•

RUm SPUR
HATS

~~~=-~~K~~~
Family Assistance Program

has professionals who ~k at
the sessions about drinki"l!J and
how to handle the problem
drinker. The AA's program
consists or groups of families
wbo meet for support and to talk
to each other about their
problems.
MQ!umby said the program b.
fuo.:ied ~ by tbe state
tiv.v.Jgh the llliDois Department
of Mental Health. 1be mental
heal~b center also receives
money from tbe United Way
and from Jacboo County.
1'bo! seven ll!SIIion course will
cost $21, or $3 per week, for the
first family member and $2 per
session for eacb additional
family member. Persons may
register by calling 549--7332.

Sets ............. $6.00

1 Permanent waves ................ $24.00 up
I
Spring i'rices valid with
I ~
Christina and Cindy

and the contemporary forms of
rock. disco and funk.
Two of the best ballads on
"Middle Man" are "Simone"
and "You Can Have Me
Anytime." The first song is a
romantic tune that has an unmistakable disco beat and the
second is a beautiful love song
thars l!'ellow but not sugary
Boz Scaggs has rome out witb
an energi£ed album that
highlights his own style in the
midst of great waves of change
in con~empory ·n· roll music.
Scaggs
need to worrv
that he !ans
has don't
revamped
his 0 ,._-n
style to fit the form of the new
sound: his original s~yle is good
enough as it is.

II ._. _

.~au/if_,/ dJnfl~ /fltul«. CD
Coupon Valod
•. 14-4 26

L

Soufngote Snapping Center

L

549-2833

--------------------------~
NQ Tl CE
Public Notice is here by given that on Mar~h
19th, A.D. 1980. a certificate was fded in the office
of the County Clerk of Jackson County, Illinois. setting forth the names and post office addres!>es of all
·
·
o f t h e persons owning. con d uchng
on d tronsochng
the businesr k:1own as International Foshion,
located ot 306 S. Ill. Ave .. Carbondale. Ill. 62901.
20th day of March. A.D. 1980

~~~~mi!)!c!oa!r!t!~s!y!!o!f!!P!Ia!z!a!!!!~!!!!R!o!b!e!r!t!B!.!H!o!rr~e~I.!!!C!o!u!nt!y!C!I!e!rk!!!!!!!i~

s-~~

Buffet-Style

All you can eat

$5.45

'JJ,.!.m. ·2p.m.
Free Cocktail du iour
with your meol

(children· $3.00)
A treat for you

and your family I
TOP OF THEe R.t~GUET
4~76707

OlDIOUTE JJEAST CAR8VNOA!"61B

You'll find the best buys at Convenient.

THIS WEEK:
4ff!!A__,

61~.~~~~:. $1.79

I -- p

OlE 1

l f';.lj

o gallon

~

Open 7 days a week

from
6a.m. to 12 midnight
Good thru April 24th

{pHIVCf!!c.kf!!
Rt 51 and Pleasant Hill Road.

PINCH PENNY
605 E. Grand

Lewis Pork
A·i'~~S:I!I~ 529-3348

®~
_
:....
,

Hours
11-1 M-Th
11-2 F-Sat.
1·1 Sun.

LIQUORS

.;..j.-~l:~::.·:~':-~·~~"!' ~,,

.;·

FlelscluiMinn ~:~

VOdka~.~,";:'·~~

3:tft,~

~-----~
Gil beys Gin
QT.

5.M
PepeLopez

tequila QT. 5.19
Canad'-n Club
750ml.

6.79

BACARDI

RUM
- QT.

Western Store
Y. mile . . ., of 1-$7
Marf-. Ill fta..Mlt

5.69

Cowboys International flunk
'listener survey' on new disc
w~ll.

I've heard Catbondale bar
bands put mo!"e umph! into
their music. No enthusiasm
displayed here. Just psuedo-art
computer music. I'll talk to you
later:
"Sound of the Southland.
WDE! What do you think of
Cowboys International?"

By 1\en ~lac: Garrigle
.;tan Wrirer

"That was 'One Last Pimpie' by Johnny and the
'..ireasettes here on me sount1 of
the Southland, WOE Carbondale. Hey, we just got a
brand new album here in the
>tudio that I know you're going
to dislike!.

"Listening to Cowboys lnrematlonal is like lisrening to
you alarm go olr while you're
in the middle of a wtt dream."

r~~~~~s ~~te~a~i~:f a~~~~~~

wild and craz:• :nusic dir>;!Ctor
calls it an alb1·.r.1 that some or
vou mav not Llndcr:.tand but all
of you V.·ill find orfensive!"
<Sirens and gongsl"Hey, that
sound can onlv mean it"s 'Make
It or Break Ii' time! We ask:
make it" 1cheering. whistles l or
break it'! <glass breaking, loud
belchl
"You listeners call me here at
the studio while I play a few
cuts oH this. uhh. ·album· and
voice your opinions of Cowboys
International: Th" first song.
it's a real biggie folks. is called
'Point\ Shoes.·
1 Rinnng l "Sound of the
Southland. WOE! What do vou
Cowbo\'S 'Inthink
of
ternational""
·

··zzzzzzzzzzznzzz··

''l'U take that as a ·break it.·
sir.
IRinnngl"SOll'ld or the
southland. WOE! What do you
think
of
Cowbovs
International""
•
"These guys sound like &hey've

"A Music - -- -~

•

GReviewi•.
been on the range for three aan
without food or warer."
·

"Calm down. big guy.
1 Rinnng l
Sound of the
Southland. WDE' :\take it or
break it?"
"Break it~ Cowbovs lnremational is a nigh'tmarish
cross between DE\'0 and the
Talki"g Hf'ads. Cllupt DE\'0 is
funny and the Heads oeeasionallv write a h~.~lf-wav
decent IVric. These Cowbovs
laek the· talrnt to accompliSh
rither."
"I quite a~'ree. The Cowbov's

album cover that I'll' laughing
at now shows these f! ve wimps
trying their darndt:st to look
tough. The re's no t.io on the
band, but that's probably just as

~lJrban f..~ou·bol·' soruultra(·k
some old ones. some rock ones
and some bluesy ones. "Tulsa
Time" and "C'ocaine" are the
most stimulating. initially.
"Barnet Dogs" is the fourth
release by Rock ·n Roller Russ
Ballard. TAO's Todd Cave tells
me that Russ spent seven years
as lead guitarist with Argent.
then produced Roger Daltry's
second album. "Ride A Rock
Horse" and was the author of
Three Dog Night's million
seller. ''Liar."
Also in the rock vein is the
new Def Leppard LP called "On
Through The Night." I can't teU
where these guys are from, but
this one is definitely a rocker.
If you are looking for a
sampling of new music from
some American bands, try
"Sharp Cuts. •· It features 10
refreshing new artists and
songs.
"One Step Beyond" by
Madness, is a combination of
reggae and 50s music with a

~!f1tisrt ~J!~s~Nc~~

Rock. As :or focus cuts, the title
track an:l "Tarzan's Nuts"
stand out.
Other new a!bums include
"Roberta Flack Featuring
Donnie Hathaway," jazz from
Lonnie Liston Smith and a new
one from Con-Funk.Shur.

~Campus
~ Shell

Front Disc or Drum Special
Install new front brake pads.
Repack front wheel bearings.
Inspect calipers and hydraulic
system. Add fluid. Safety
check back brakes &
e:nergency brake cable.
....,.,

'44'

5

u.s

.,

Paul
Valek
playing from 9- 1
Friday & Saturday
PLAZA ALSO OFFERS

•Pooltables
•Foosball
•Pinball

"Thank you for calling. mis~
Folks, the switchbo:>!'!! is lit up
hke a ChrL~tmas tree. I'm not
going to take any more callsttt2t's it! The final taUy is 22.3-11
vott•s asking me to break it
<heh-hehl and one vote-not
two. not three-but one vote' to
muite it.
··1 can't believe it either folks,
but so:ne WOE listt:ner actually
enJoys listening to these
Wdlking computers. I've 20t
him on the line now. Hello?"
"Yeah, I'm a radio-TV major. I
know nothing aiK.ut music: but if
I want to get my degree I have
to complain at least three times
about WilE. If I'm lucky er. 1:gh
to get a job at an AM station 'in

a major
graduate,
rili!ht afrer
Bee Gees!
Herb! Bay
I Album

market' whea I
thea I'll play this
I play Tavare!l! Tbe
Stvx! Peaches and
Chy Rollen! ••. "

courtesy of Plaza

Records.>

•Max ell UDXLII C-90 14 - ·
•TDK SA C-90 U.7S - ·
•Technic Sl 02 Turntable
was $200 NOW SUt
•Grado Cart. H% Off
•AH headphones at
Dealers cast: Yamaha. AKG,
Audio Tech. Kass
•Hofler Power Amp &
PreAmp Kits in Stock
•Shure VIS IV $110
•All Mobile Fidelity Records

$13-.
7 days a w~
8o.m.-10p.m.
1313SouthSt. ~
Murphysboro
.J77J

A Treat For
Your Feet!
Apairofour

handmade sandals.
The finest leather shop
and shoe repair
Wed·Sat 9am-7pm

The Barefoot Cobbler

201 W. Walnut

~meintQ

UANVER-s
••• !JQU.ll taste the

difference!

Carbondale

................
6HL.rt~IHI

54..8433
Jim Sinnott, Owner

Free Lube iob with
oil change and filter.
thru April
Shock

presents

SABIN AUDIO

feature ... lieu· so11gs, cllls.ttics
B,- Tht Live Earl Jive
·welcome to this week's thrill
packed episode of the new
releases
To start off. I have some bad
>Jews and some good nt'ws. The
bad news is that the new Stones
LP, "Emotional Release.· will
not be emctionallv released
until July 1. at the 'Parliest.
Now for the good news: The
"l!rban Cowbov," Soundtrack
album from ihe new .John
Travolta movie has been
released. and the record
company man says it's like
''Saturday l'Oight Fever" gone
cowbov.
r>;ow. before you go slashing
your wrists. check out the artists represented on this LP:
Bob Seger. Joe Walsh. Jimmy
Buffett, The Charlie Daniels
Band, Eagles, Linda Ronstadt,
Dan Fogelberg, Ke!'llly Rogers,
Bonnie Raitt. Boz Scaggs. J.D.
Souther. Mickey Gilley. Johnny
l...eE- and Anne Murray.
The LP includes the country
rock classics "Lyin' Eyes" and
"The Devil Went Down To
Georgia." plus 16 new songs
written especially for the ft.m,
which opens on June 6 in
Houston.
Eric Clapton 's new LP is a
live double set called "Just One
Night." It has some new ones,

PLAZA LOUNGE

SALAD UP:
We kn.o• you H ~ ba..:k ON:@ -,ou ~ ttri!'O
Oanoter ~ :).atad PlatE- Its A. II· VOu·Can-Eat r a ,~act• gnce
from • ••n-stoclled. wide vat,ety Satad Bar
FIOAST I!EEP
Try a Fr..V. Top RO<lM Ront Beef San<twoeh
You,: f'fress-•1-yourself at 11\tl S.'=td 5ar Or. 1f yau·re really

hunqry

t'ldet

Oanve-r s Roast

~et

PtattM

Fr~h c,teS and Al.L-YOU.CAN-FAT from t~

tne San"*rc~
Sal.ct Bar

. OA"VER'S HaM!>vrge<S an<! C-utll""
are made trOt" Ground Cttuck lr.:) hll~"" Tht-y re all ·, lb
and haf'ld-pathe-d 1ou 1 Or. you may ~~Want to try 11'\e money-

H-JAGEIII

sawtng Hamburger Pt.anet
MAll
Oeh'CIOU!. tt:. arty hot Ham
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Madness' debut album
mixes ska and satire
ska lor reggae if you willl and
campy satire. Some of the
~I bum ·s 15 son~ are upbeat
mstrumentals while others
contain virtually unintP.lligable
Iyr1cs sung in a swaggering
style by Graham McPherson
and sax player Lee "Kix"
Thompson.
The vocals oiten come close to
a cloning of Ian Dury's wellestablished swagg<.'f', especially
oo the lighU>r tunes such as "My
Girl" and ··Mummy's Boy."
ON£ 5TEPI'£.YOND ...
The latter tune is the real gem
on this album. "Mummy's Boy"
tells the story of a guy who just
c;m't seem to get over his
mother complex. even though
he's reached middle age.
By BID Crowe
Such lyrics as "In the pub
~nter1ainmeat E1Ut.
about 7:30, Mother makes sure
Madness bas nothing im- his face ain't dirty" and "Uved
portant, significant or profound with mother for 40 years, The
to say. The band members don't neighbors persist that he must
stand on soapboxes; they'd be queer'' sum things up pretty
rather dance on them.
well and are the best examples
The reggae-ska sounds on of the dominant theme of the
Madness' debut album "One album: calculated. yet upbeat
Step Beyond" are pure fun in craziness.
The ~nstrumental pieces-the tradition of British beer-hall
music. It is intimate, rhv!h- including the title track. "Night
mically adept and contairis a Boat to Cairo" and the semicertain aura of strangeness classical "Swan Lake"-are
whkh just might propel it into highlighted by Thompson's
honking tenor and baritone sax
popular .acceptance.
How could they miss? Madness fills and Mike Barson·s punchy
even bas an onstage dancer in piaoo and organ work.
Whoever produced this album
Chas Smash. who provides
"backing vocals. various st>outs l the name is not included) did it
and fancy footwork" on this to near perfection. The songs
studio album. He's also flash by smoothly and flow
featured on the back cover fluently from cut to cut. If you
displa);ng a few of his classy don't like one song. don't take
the album off the turntable.
steror those who a~e not because another one will be
familiar with ska music. it is a along in about two minutes.
Madness and the Specials are
Jamaican-influenced
'predeceSsor to reggae which both sbiving for the same
goal-making
ska a household
first came int~pularity with
word among music lovers. They
do it through different meansshoot of calypso which never the Speciais use musical exgained momentum originally cellence while Madness relies
but is now experienctng a on freneotic craziness-but
rebirth with such bands as they're both pt:tting out great
dance music that can't be
Madness and the Specials.
Getting all the definitions out topped by many bands around
of the way, "One Step Beyond" today.
is an effective blend of straight <AIIt11m eoartesy of Plaza
MAONFSS
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JVew York ballet instructor
to teach u~eek-long seminar
By Umversloy News ~rvice
Eva Goulette of the Hartford
School of Ballet in Syracuse.
N-Y.. wiU teach classes in
Vaganova ballet and Graham
modf>rn dance technique
beginning Monday. as part of a
week-long celebration of dance
sponsored by Friends of
Southern Illinois Dance lFSIDl,
an SIU-based dance support
group.
The group will sponsor a
benefit dance at Hangar 9
Tuesday night. featunn.; the

Vision band and singer Joanne
Pappelis. Donations of ~~ at the
door will go toward funding
dance programs at SIU _
FSID will also sponsor a
dance education program and
performances by the Southern
Illinois Repertory Dance
Theater, tbe Feosfval Folk
Dancers
and
the
improvisational group Gorilla
C'.omedia fro...t 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday at the University
Mall.

Spring Sale

10% oH any regularly
priced items with this
ad <(1, 18&<11 19only

up to 50% oH
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'W~S~~cs
Friday Happy Hour 4:00- 6:00p.m.
and
Friday and Saturday Nights
with
Geo,.ge Faber
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J.'feets against lotva, Illinois
to lliglzlig.llt terlnis team. ~s trip
By Rid. Klatt
Staff Writer

Fridav-Iowa Citv. Saturday--Champaign.
}londayCarbondale.
No. it's not a schedule for d
slumping rock-and-roll bao1d. It
actually is the last spring
season roai.l trip for the
women's tennis team.
The lady netters will meet
Iowa and Iowa State at Iowa
City. Ia.. and Illinois at
Champaign before l't'turning to
SJli to complete the spring dual
match season against Principia
College.
"Iowa is a pretty strong
team.·· Coach Judy Auld said of
the weekend's first opponent.
"They'd be able to give Purdue
a run for their money. We're
going to need to play some good
te11nis to beat them."
Purdue ·a"iiY defeated the
SalukJs, 7-2. last Saturdav.
The Salukis and Hawkeye.:

havt nor met since the fall of
tm. when SiU lost dedsively,
But if Iowa is the :oughest
match expected by Auld, the
remainder of the trip shol.ld JZ:>
well.
The Salukis regularly finish
'lhead of Iowa State at the
.'iissouri Valley tournament
c.nd usually h~ve little trouble
defeating Principia. Auld
believes a win against the lllini
will require some work.
however.
"We lost to them last iall. 54, '' the fifth-vear coach said.
"But we're playing much better
tennis than we were tht:n. We
are much-improved.··
True. The Salukis HAVE
improvE'<! since the fall season.
With a 6-3 record. the l;:dy
netters could break the to-win
barrier for the firs: t1me ever
with four victories this
weekend. srv·s pre1iious ocst
was a 3-2 record in 1978.
7-2.

:~ -~!
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Four wins also will put the
Sai!Jkis over .500 for the 1979-80
season. The Salukis slumped to
6-12 last fall after Nos. 2 and 3
singles players Lisa Warrem
and Mauri Kohler became ill.
Individually, a successful
weekend could gh·e No. 1 player
Jeannie Jones a .500 record The
junior has a :HI record thus far.
Kohler is the only otht!r singles
player w1th a losing rt-cord, 2·8.
Jones and Kohler are the only
doubles team with a sub-.500
record. The No. I team
currently is ~The No. 2 singles player. I.isa
Warrem. is the owner of Sit; ·s
best win-loss record to-2. ~o. 4
piP.yer Debbie Martin is 6-3;
Carol Foss. the No. 5 player. is
6-5; and at tht: sixth position.
Fran Watson is 5-2 and Tan.mv
Kurtz is 2-1.
I!! doubles. the Warrem-Foss
and Martm-Watson teams both
have recorded eight victories.

This Week
Murdole Shopping Center

Hennessey reflects on career
't "on&inurd from

Pag~ :!!i'

not only was I pulling for them,
they were pulling for me."
Hennessey gave an example
of her role as "mom ...
"One girl called me up and
said she was having r l!ble
with class. She said she nated
school. But she didn't really.
She just needed someone to tell
her that she could do well in
school. She needed to hear that
a person cared alJout her."
Besirles the other team
membE·rs. Hennessey also had
to look after herself. A
December foot injury almost
ended thl! season for her before

it really began.
"l really didn't understand
why it happenffi. It was such a
freak injur:-·." she wd. "You're
just getting in shape, and ali of"
sudden. you can't walk. you
can't run I'm the h-oe of oerson
that if 1 can't go full-out. I
almost don't want t·~ do
anythir.K. But you push thrnllgh
those times··
Tr··~ injury healed.
and

Hennessey soon became a
major factor in t~.. Salukis'
success. A ~rsonP.! high point
occurred Feu. 26 at Heranessey's
last homt> meet in a Saluki
uniform. Cheering fans turned
out for "Mo Hennessey Night."
and she resoonded with a
career-high alf-arourld S<:ore of
35.00 in the win over illinoisChicago r,.-de.
"I honestly was amazed."
Hennessey said of her "night."
"When I got off the floor, and
everyone was standing up and
clapping, I started to cry. I was
just overwhelmed. To this day,
when I look back .m tllat. I have
such special m~mories."
With
just
one
meet
remaining, Hennessey is
looking tr-ward the future. The
public relations major will
gradudte r<>xt December. and
hopes to find employment out
west after graduation. She
believes Saluki Coach Herb
Vogel will continue to build
successful teams.
"I ~an hom:stly say that he is

an excellent coach ... Hennesse\·
said. "E·:ery girl on this team
has improved so much since she
came to college, and I can only
attribute that to Herb.
"Herb Joesn't have <o r.>il'P
his VIJice .• le can just look at
you and maybe say one sente~ in an even tone and vou
know what he means... she
added. "He's going to build the
program back up. If there's any
way I can help him. I will ...
Hennessev sa~ she does not
want to ct>ach. ~{nd. after giving
some thought :o becoming a
~md:~~.~tf!/rllbably will

BJ Tbt> Associated Press

George Ht>ndrick dr..~ve ~~sUI
nms with three s;rJgJes ar.d 3
h-er Thursday to pace the S~
Louis Cardinals to a l::!·!f viC'tory
over the Pi!tsburgh Ptrates at
Pittsbur6h': Thrt>e Rivers
Stadium
The Cardinals, wh..; !I'J!'t three
nf f;-,ur games to ?ittst>urgh in
their season-opening series in
~ t L(ll'is. pounded O'lt nine of
their li nits and scored eight
,'1Jr,·• !n the first two innings off
.Jot-.n Canclelaria, o-1.
Hend:-1ck and Gam Tl'm-

Bob Svkes, 1-o. went 7 2-3
innings before the t.:th of Pitt-

~~~f:~y b~v~i~~rk~. t~'r~

St. Louis Jead to 12-7.

~~~ _I)Oaj_v .§~Qf.W::.~ljll~

Centau:sunday Night

Skid City

DAVID'S
Welcomes

kicked two convers1on.s~
Later that afternoon. SIU
defeated a tough St. Louis ~earn.
'6-12. SIU'sscrum again bowled
over t.'Je goal line to score twice
in the game. Pasley intercepted
a St. Louis pass and ran 50
yards for the third <rv. and
Frick again kicked two conversions. leading SIU into the
championship match.
On Sunday, SIU defedted an
Err.poria, Kan., team. 11-4, to
win the title. Paquin scored l'ne
try. and the SIU serum a~ain
p!L.~hed over the goal line for the
second try.
The women's rugby club now
ha~ " 4-1 record.

pleton had fm:r hits each for the
Cards. Bobby Bonds drove in
!hree St. Louis runs with a
single and a double. The Cards
sce>;'t'd four runs in the first
inning and four more in the
~rond with the aid of three RRI
eacb by Bonds and Hendrick.
who added a two-i"!an single in
the sixth off reliever Eddie
Solomon that gave the Cardmals an 11-3 lead

Saturday Night

And. surviving.

in eight-team tottrney
Tile Sll' r.:'>men·s Rugby Club
captured the first-place trophy
last weekend in an eight-team
tournament held in St. Louis.
Sit.: started the tournament
Saturdav with a 52..0 shutout
over a team from Kansas City.
Mo. Mara Villotti led Sll:'s
scoring drive with five tries.
Debbie Pasl~v scored twict> for
tt.~ Salukis. and Beth Beyer!.
Barb Cava to. Karen Paquin and
Dee Ann Neal each were
awarded one try.
The SIV serum walked the
ball over the goal line for the
fmal score, and Danae Frick

Crosswind

''I'm looking forward to
J'(•tting involved in 3 tot of
diffll!'rent activities, ~.he said.
"just getting out ar.d meeting
people."

Lady ruggers take first
Bv Dee Ann !'lit>al
Siudt>nt Wriur

Friday Night

Fashion Square
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DAVI Ds

14 K Gold
Price
filJS llbc.oi;

Fri & Sat.
Only

10-.5:30

R.edbirds, Cougars meet thinclads
JJy Ed Dougherty
Staff Writer
The Saluki Invitational was
suppo!i"d to be one of the best
meets tn Illinois, but it has
dwindled to a triangular 'letwren SIU, Illinois State and
SIU-Edwardsville Saturdav at
McAfldrew Stadium. The "field
events will begin at 10 a.m. and
the track events at 11 a.m.

Sa·;~'rc!a:~~a~S:~~~~~

said. "I would like to establish a
big mHt in Carbondale, but
realisl1.cSJlly we woo 't be able to
do il until the track is
renovated."
Even thoogh she would like a
big meet, Blackmar. said
Saturday is the ~rfect time ~or
a triangular. This smaller meet
will pr-ovide strong competition

for everyone on the team, she
said.
Blackman said it probably
will be a close meet :1etween the
Salukis and Illinois St.'fte, while
tne Cougars will be !!poilers.
"I think we can win it,"
Blackman said, "but it will
depend on who Edwardsville

ta~i!cr~~~ a~~J f~;;:· ·~m-e
and ISU have strong events, but
se~f!l'al events will be toss-ups.
The :>,:!flO-meter run probably
will be thr: tightest race, and it
will bt' followed closel!' by the
800-meter dash and the 440-yard
relay.
Blackman said she expects
Undy Nelson to win the s,ooometer run and Cathy Chiarello
to win the 1.500-meter run. ISU
should have lbe adnntage in

the 100-meter dash and the 100.
meter hurdles, she a<'ded.
1:;~ Salukis will have a
fam1liar face return to tne track
when Cheryl Lange attempts a
corneback from a back injur~
she sustained in Februar·.
Blackman said Lange will ni,;
the 200- and 400-meter dashes.
Lange also may be entered in
the 880-yard m~ey relay, the
coach added.
Marla HarrisJ.J should place
in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes. Blackman said. and
Patricia Cole should do well in
the 400-meter dash.
Blackman said the Salukis
will be hard-oressed to finish
fu-st in aD;Y of the field events.
The Salukis wili be fighting for
second places in t.he shot put,
discus .and javelin, she said.

Weightlifter 'ltates' workollls
By The ,,SIIodated Press
MOUNT VERNON. tAP>
-When Greg Webb comes faceto-face with an immovable
object, ~ strips himself of
every emotion but one-hate.
"The psyche is 65 percent of
it," says power lifter Webb as
he prepares to fab a barbell
during one o his nightly
workouts at a building supply
store in this Southern Dlinois
city.
"I block out everything so
there is only myself and the bar.
I don't think of all the work I've
put in. J don't think of anything.
I just look at the wei!:ht and
ha•e 1t."
Webb is one ol a group of
lifters who gather in the
.recently completed weight
room at Jim Hunt's business.
Hunt. 34, is a &-foot-2, 255~.Webb.~.isabout~

loot-8 and weighs in at 148
pouods. Some say the size has
litUe to do with it because ~

aren't into body building, wbicll
Webo calls "junk" trami..'lg.

After 5 p.m. the sounds of
Hunt's bustnesS are incredible.
Men scream in agony. Encouragement is shouted with
the urgency of a healer
spea!ting in tongues.
Power liWng is a relatively
new sport. Recortfs have only
been kept sjnce 1971. It is also 9
sim~lf' sport, with three basic
lifts: tbe squat, the dead lift and
the beneh press. All are done
with dead weights.
Hunt has been lifting for 20
years, the last two in power
lifting. He became involved
througb his high school football
program. Webb, a more recent
addict of the sport, has been
power lifting for 18 months. He
developed upper body strength
on the rings as a gyn.mast .
Webb uses lifting as a
depression relit'Ver
"It helps me get away from
reality," he says. ''When you've
got 400 pounds on yo.:.r back it
helps relk ·. r the tP.osion and
frustration. 'I"iJere isn't room to
think about mucll else.

The men will be part of a
• ~ven-man l~cal contingent
co•• ~peting in a meet at SIU
Apr1l 26. Hunt !l.!VS he'd like to
see mor.: Joca! Ii/~ers invoh·ed
persons of all ages.
'
Power lifting is a sport where
an athlete isn't ov,~r the hill at
30, Webb says, and world
champions can be more than 50.
RED SOX WIN
By The Associated Press
BOSTON <AP> - Carlton
Fisk drilled Aurelio Lopez's
first pitch in the 11th inning into
the left-fif'ld screen Thursday,
lifting the Boston Red 3ox to a ~
4 victory over the Detroit
Tigers.
Lopez, o-1. bad allowed only
two hits after taking over with
the score tied 4-4 in the seventh
until Fisk unloaded his first
bomer of the season. Veteran
reliever Dick Drago, 1-1, picked
up the victory by checking the
Tigers on one hit in 4 2-3 innings.

Cub hoDiers clout Mets, 4-l
CHICAGO
I AP>-Rookie
Carlos Lezcano's first major
league hit-a two-run home run
in the fifth inning-and a solo
homer by Mike Tyson powered
Dennis Lamp and the Chicago
Cubs to a 4-1 victGry over tne
New Yo~:k Mets Thursday
before a home Opening Day
crowd of around 40,000 at
Wrigley Field.
Lamp posted hi!l second
victory of the season, bti!h over

the Mets, scattering seven hits
over eight innnings. Bruce
Sutter pitched the ninth.
The Mets took a Hl lead in the
fouri.h when Frank Taveras
singled, stole second, went to
third on an infield out and
scored on a single by Joel
Yungblood.
Loser Tcm Hausman, o-1. had
a one-hit shutout going with one
out in the lilth when Barry
Foote singled to left and scored

allead of Lezcar.l)'s homer,
~hich bounced off the t.lp of the
left-field railing.
The Cubs added a n·n in the
sixth when Dave Mingman
singled for his second hit of the
game and scored on a long
double by Jerry Martin.
·ryson, obtained from the St.
Louis Cardinals last winter,
slugged his homer in the
seventh off reliever Kevin
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THE SALE
Through Saturday. April 26th NALDER
STEREO will drastically reduce prices store·
wide. This is your chonc.e'to save big on
.:•veryth~ng in audio for home and cor.
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Dempsey notices improvement
after first spring scrimmage
Bv Rod Smith
s&arr Writ.r
In the week following the SIU
football team's first spi"ing
scrimmage, Head Coach Rey
Dempsey is starting to see
improvement in the defense, ~n
area where only five start~rs
,~turn. He thinks the improvement will shl'w in
Friday's sc,.immage, the
second of the spring, at 3 p.m. at
McAndrew Stadium.
"Our defense is sort of
coming around slow since we
are more inexperienced there,"
Dempsey satd. "In practice
Wednesdav. the defense as a
urut did s0:ne great things. It's
now m:dway through the
season. and "'~·•e starting to

look more like a tough football
tt<::i:."

DemJ.!Iey said some individuals are making gains for
starting roles next fall.
"A lot of positions are very
tight right now. but I think some
players will emerg~ litis week, ..
Dempsey said. ''Both quarterbacks !John Cemak and
Gerald C.!irrl are having great
springs. Tht! offe:'ISive line is
continuing to get better every
day. It is the real strength of our
team:·
Dempsey said the team "":ill
scrimmage for two hours, wtth
the No. l offense against the No.
2 defense and the No. 2_ offe~
testing theN?· 1 defens~ve umt.
"It really IS rehearsmg, but

also hard and tough foot~all,"
Dempsey said. "We have piO!yS
drawn up we call •menus' where
we try to put ourselves in dif·
ficult situations. For instanc~.
we may create a passing
situation for the offense, and
then blitz with the defense to see
if tht line can pick them up.
"We also may use defenses
other Missouri Valley Conference teams use." Dempsey
added. "The kids have no idea
what will be cominR ...
The Salukis are scheduled to
have anr.ther scrimmage nex!
Friday before the an~ual
Maroon and \\hite intrasqvead
game May 3. Friday's scr;mmage is free and open to the
public.

Lady golfers finish last at Kentuck)"
Bv Ed Dougherty

schools. We just were out-

Last place in a 15-team golf
tournament is not the type of
news one writes home about.
but what else can be expected
from an SIU women's golf team
that should be looking for a
different climate to play in~
Slt"s 15th-place finish at the
University of Kentucky's L-1dy
Kat Invitational W~dnesday
was not a nice prest-n' to firstvt-ar Coach Marv Beth McGirr
In her team's spring opener.
"It was our first tourney and
no one could put it together."
McGirr said. "It was the eighth
or lOth entry for most of the

Spring Lake Country Club's
5,91~vard. par 74 course.
"The course was a little
lor5." McGirr said. "A lot of
<X~r kids couldn't get on tl'l-: par
fours m regulation. It's got to
get better."
Alabama shot a 317 and won
the scheduled 36-hole tournament after 18 holes because
Tuesday's round was rained
out. Host Kentucky fielded two
teams and finished fourth and
14th.
Mary McNabb of Missouri
broke a four-wav tie for first

staff Writer

cl~~~f~~: ~:~ o! ~ r!~~~

place with a birdie on the
second hole of a su,!-ien-death
playoff. Tied for se~ ...11d place
were Peggy Kirscn, Alabama:
Janet Haire, North Carolina:
and Debbie Stewart. Duke.
Sandv Lemon wa~ SIU's top
finisher. The senior shot an 82
and tied for 19th in the field of
75. Sue Fazio was second with
an 89. Judy Dohrmann and Lori
Sackman tied for third with a 91
and Kim Birch was one stroke
behind with a 92.
SIU traveled to Huntington.
W.Va .• Thursday to practice for
Fridav and Saturday's Marshall - University Invitational.

Doubles play gives netters victory
Bv Rick Sevmoar

sian writer

Victorv or defeat. It was
clearly written for the Salukis
men's tennis team as it came
down to the doubles matrhes at
Wednesday's meet against St.
iAuis University.
First, the No. 2 doubles team
of Lito Ampon and Steve Smith
captured a 6-4, 6-2 victory. Now.
it was up to the No. 1 team of
D.-ve FilPr and John Grief. The
two responded with a hardfought. 6-4. 6-2 "";n to give the
Salukis a 5-4 decision over the
Billikens.
"I knew the match was going
to come down to the doubles."
Coach Dick LeFevre said,
"'since we had to forfeit one
~~t\: match and two

...

Brian Stanley, who plays at
:-!o.2 singles, sorained his ankle
last week in ;ractice and was
unable to play. Thus. everyone
moved up one slot, leaving
openings that could not be filled.
"We hope Brian will be aU
right for this weekend's matches. But we are not going to
push it." LeFevre said.
The Salukis got a win at No.3
singles, where Smith defeat~
Mario Barreto 2~. 7~. 7~. Gnef
took the No. 4 singles match
against Steve Lasko, 6-2. 6-3. In
No. 5 singles. Eric Eberhardt
knocked out Mike Schlafly. 6-4,
6-2.
"The team did not give up at
all during the meet. It played a
good team out there," a happy
LeFevre said.
The win put the Salukis at 8-14

for the season.
Last year's Lli,ision II
defendinll d•ampitJn, SIUEdwardsvilie. will be on
campus Friday to play the
Salukis at 2 p.m. Saturday. SIU
will host Indiana State, and it's
off to the l.'niversitv of IUinois
at ChampaiiUI Sunday.
"SIU-Edwardsville IS going to
be tough. They have a real fine

~~~~ .~it!::~reas

Beavers.
Julie Goeway, Cal-State
Fullertoa
Gooway is another in a long
line of Titan greats that have
led CSF to top-three AIAW
finishes the last three years,
including last year·s championship. The freshman from
Tempe, Ariz., took seconds in
the balance beam at nationals;
the vault, beam and aU-around
at the Region 8 championships;
and the beam at the Western
Collegiate Athletic Association
championships.
Lisa lngebretsen, Penn State
The j..u-...,r is considered the
premier uneven bars competitor in the field, as she
claimed second place at the 1979
nationals and third this year. In
the all-around, Ingebretsen
finished in 15th at Baton Rouge.
Jamie Middleton. Louisiana
State
A participant in. the 1979
Classic when she fimshed thtrd
in vaulting, 8.75, Middleton was
a top-10 AIAW vaulter in 1!R8
and 1980. Tbe junior also is a
top-30 finisher in the aU-around
the last two nationals.
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:fd' '!!t '~! reflects on her career

inatch with the Cougars.
Lefevre is looking forward to
Saturday's meet with Indiana
State.
"We were overmatched
throughout the year. but
Saturday we expect to beat
Indiana State," he predicted
confidently.

Blue team completes Classic field
By Rick Klatt
Staff Writer
Editor's Note: Tills is the
second iD a two-part series
previewiDg the 1988 CoUegiate
Classic and its participants.
Billed as "AU Americans
All," the 1980 Collegiate
Classic's participants are
regacded as 20 of the nation's
top all-around women gymnasts. For those in attendance
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Arena, one will In much like
the other. But the c.>redentials
each holds are much different.
Following is a synopsis of the
entrants on the third of three
teams.
BLUE TEA:\9
Coach: Roa Ludwig, Oregon
State
Mary Ayotte. Oregon State
Ludwig
considers
the
sophomore from 1;r~sham.
Ore .• as tht- key to OSU's top-10
AlA W fimshes m 1979 ar.d 1980.
A..,·otte was the eighth-place
fliusher. 18.2. in the floor
exercise at Baton Rouge. She
came to OSU as a high school
AAU state champion and won
• . five all-around titles for the

Stall photo by Ja~ »n ·" ·

:\Iaureen Henne!'scy will close out her g~·mnastics ('3rt-n
Saturday at 7:38p.m. in tht> {'ollt-giatt> ('lassie at the Art-na
:\Iter transferring from \' ermont, tht> all-aroundf'r compt>lt"ll
three years for sn;.

EmUy May. Utah
The sophomore from Prairie
Village, Kan., wa.; a small·
college 1979 AU-American all·
arounder when she placed third
for Centenary. May placed
ninth at the 1980 nationals for
second-place Utah.
Ann Woods. Florida
A transfer from Clarion State.
Woods enters the Classic with
the highest regular season allaround score, :18.25. of any
competitor in the field. At last
year's nationals. the Red Bank.
N.J .• native too( fourth place in
the alJ-arourd, second in the
floor exercise and fourths in
vaulting ar.d uneven bars.
Woods finished i9th. 35.00. at
this year's nationals.
BREWERS I.OSE
TORONTO
IAPJ-Rick
Bose"Lti's home run in the bottom of the ninth, only the fourth
hit off Milwaukee ritcher Lary
Sorensen. gave the Toronto
Blue Jays a Hl vi dory over the
Brewers on Tnur-3daySorensen retired the first 16
Blue Jays.

Maureen Hennessey is a
survivor.
The SIU senior has competed
in women's intercollegiate
gymnastics for four years. one
at Vermont ~nd three for the
Lady Salukis. 11'1 a s~rt with an
incredibly h!gh rate of attrition
due to hJuries and emotions,
the dart-haired Hennessey.
known to ber friends as "Mo,"
has been a constant.
Saturday evening, Hennessey's career will end, but
only because of the passage oi
time. Her eligibilitv as a Saluki
has run out, and tf,e Collegiate
Classic. in which s'te will team
liP with fellow SJU gymnasiS
va: Painton and Denise Didier

~fi~!n~~~
:JJ=~ ~r::
meet.

How has Hennessey lasted so
long?
"I was given a strong bodv. a
desire to compete and to go lour
year.:; of collegE' " she said. "I
was given a stro.~ faith in God
to really believe that anything
that happens, I can get through.
"Last year. it would have
been so easy to quit," Hen~sey continued. "And yet,
nothi:lg is gained by quitting.
None of us quit last year. By not
quitting, God really honored
this year. He knit our team
together_''
"When I compete, I compete
to glorify God, because I believe
He gave me the ability to do
gymnastic:!. I believe he put me
at SIU for a purpose. I just want

to tell you my ability is all from
God, and without him. I am
nothing.
The !978-"11 season probably
was SfU's worst ever. Injuries
and dissension split a poten·
tJa\ly powerful team. and for
the ftrsl time. the Lady SalukiS
did not go to the nationals.
This season. though. things
changed for the be_tter
Although injuries to Pamton
and Lori Erickson waylatd
SIU's bid for a national
champaonship. the Saluitis
r<!gained the state and regtonal
titles lost last season Additionally. Pam Harrington. a
freshman sensation. seems
capable of winning future
.a.1tional titles in aU-around
corn petition.
Much as basketball coaC'hes
do. Hennessey speaks of a
"team concept" that existed on
this season's Salukis. As thEonly senior and captain on tht
Salukis, and the team "mom.··
she was the glue that helped
keep the team tog<;tllf'r. T'ae
freshmen and sophomores on
the team looked up to her.
"Pam Harrir.gton's such an
amazing gymnast." Hennessey
said. "I was so pleased when
she would take time to look up to
me.
"Every tim-e I would go on
floor exercise, she'd say. 'Come
oa Mom, show us how to do it,· ··
Hennessey atided. "It just maat>
me feel good inside to think that
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